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CHAPTER 1 


 


1.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 


 


Redeployment refers to re-allocation and retraining of labour as changes 


in technology and business situation calls for labour mobility between 


skills (Hano and Terry: 1997, 261).In South Africa, the redeployment 


process was adopted in February 1997 by the Education Labour Relations 


Council.  


  


According to Education Labour Relations Council (ELRC) Resolution no 


7(2002, 66-67), all employees must be treated fairly in terms of 


legislation and collective agreements, be informed of the process to be 


followed in redeploying them and be allowed representation where there 


are queries. This resolution further states that excess teachers may only 


be appointed in a post at a level equivalent to their post immediately 


before they became in excess or additional to the post establishment. The 


excess teachers must participate in redeployment and retraining 


processes. As a participatory process it therefore calls for good 


communication between interested parties 


(ELRC Resolution 7: 2002, 66-67).  


 


Those who refuse unreasonably to be redeployed will be deemed to have 


resigned. This resolution further states that the employer must explore 


reasonable alternative employment for excess teachers who have not been 


redeployed (ELRC Resolution 7: 2002, 66-67). 
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As a change process in the Department of Education, it needs efficient 


management. But Herald (1999, 2), describes it as disruptive to the 


education of children and frustrating educators because they have limited 


time to apply for vacant posts. In addition, South African Democratic 


Teachers Union (SADTU) Provincial Conference Report (1999, 66-67), 


confirmed that Limpopo Department of Education was riddled with 


problems caused by the incompetencies of departmental officials in 


dealing with redeployment. 


 


In conclusion, according to Lyons (1965, 20), education should be left to 


the teachers just as war should be left to the generals.  


 


1.1  PROBLEM STATEMENT  


 


There was an over supply of teachers during the apartheid era because of 


the establishment of many Colleges of Education in South Africa. In the 


Limpopo alone, there were twelve Colleges of Education. There were 


also four universities in the province which also offered teaching courses. 


This has resulted in the production of many teachers in the province and 


that has necessitated the redeployment of teachers to other schools and 


regions.  


 


Furthermore, the redeployment of teachers was caused by the decrease in 


enrolment in most rural schools as many learners were registered at 


schools close to town and with better facilities. According to 


Vandervelde (1988, 4), falling learner rolls, staff rolls, and the demand 


for subject specialisation are major causes of redeployment. The 
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redeployment of teachers started in 1999. Many teachers perceived this as 


a treat to their current jobs and many took severance packages (The 


teacher: 1999, 1). 


According to Soudien (2001, 8), the rationalisation process was just 


another burden which they were forced to carry. 


 


According to the Business Times (12-09-1999, 1-4), teachers who are 


affected by redeployment suffer tremendous stress and low morale which 


has resulted in a high failure rate among pupils since teachers were 


uncertain about their future.  


 


In conclusion, the implementation process should follow fair labour 


practice and must align itself with the constitution of the country 


(RSA Constitution: 1997, Chapter 2, section 12 subsection a-e).      


 


1.2  RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY 


 


The education of learners is of utmost importance. It forms the basis for 


the Department of Education in employing teachers. The large scale 


redeployment of teachers is a new phenomenon in South Africa and it 


affects teachers, learners and parents. The researcher says this because 


the stakeholders have never had to face these policy issues before. Most 


of the teachers feared losing their jobs since some of the procedures were 


not clear. They needed support, induction and counselling since some 


would have to move with or without their families to new schools.  
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Therefore this study is important because it will bring a better 


understanding of the phenomenon and unpack the procedures and all its 


shortcomings as it affects living creatures and not objects which can be 


moved to and fro without any rights or feelings at all. 


 


1.3  AIM AND OBJECTIVES 


 


a. Aim of the Study 


• The aim of the study is to understand how redeployment impacts 


on the performance of teachers in primary and secondary public 


schools. 


 


b. Objectives 


• To assess the effects of redeployment on teachers productivity. 


• To assess teacher’s understanding of redeployment procedures and 


processes.  


• To investigate the departmental support system and structures for 


redeployed teachers. 


• To analyse the redeployment policy of the province 


 


1.4  RESEARCH QUESTIONS 


 


a. Does redeployment of teachers affect job performance? 


b.  Is productivity considered as a factor? 


c. What are the requirements for redeploying teachers? Is it skill or 


experience or both? 
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d. What are the processes, procedures and requirements for 


redeployment?                                               


1.5  SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 


 


The significance of this study lies in the fact that its findings will educate 


teachers and all other stakeholders about the redeployment process. 


Furthermore, teachers will have a better understanding of how the 


redeployment unfolds and might impact on the performance of teachers 


in schools. It will further assist the department of education to understand 


how redeployment affects teachers and families. 


 


1.6 RESEARCH DESIGN  


 


1.6.1 Qualitative Research Methodology 


 


The approach to this study is explorative because the researcher needs to 


gain new insight about the impact of the redeployment process which is a    


new phenomenon in South Africa. Qualitative research methods will 


therefore be used to get an in-depth understanding of the phenomenon 


(Leedy: 1997, 161). 


 


Leedy (1997, 161) further defines qualitative study as an inquiry process of 


understanding a social or human problem, based on building a complex, 


holistic picture formed with words, reporting detailed views of informants, 


and conducted in a natural setting.  
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The author further states that the study starts with more general questions in 


order to collect an extensive amount of data from participants and present 


their findings with words or descriptions that are intended to accurately 


reflect the situation under study. Furthermore the author states that the study 


may conclude with tentative answers or a hypothesis about what was 


observed (Leedy: 1997, 161).   


                                            


According to Anne Field and Morse (1985: 11), qualitative study is used 


where there is little known about the domain. Furthermore, it is used when 


the investigator suspects that the present knowledge or theories may be 


biased. In this study, 10 educators were interviewed. The group comprised 


of three principals, two heads of department and five educators, all school 


based. 


  


The three principals were relevant participants in this study because they 


were faced with the task of redeploying educators in their schools. The two 


heads of department were relevant participants for they were redeployed into 


new schools when the process was implemented in Limpopo. The five 


educators in this study were also relevant participants because they were 


declared in excess and redeployed to other schools. More information about 


the participants will be given in chapter 4. 


 


1.7 DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS  


 


Educators in the Maune Circuit were interviewed. Five educators, two heads 


of department and three principals were interviewed. Specific questions were 


posed to them as they were directly affected by redeployment. See appendix 
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for a list of questions directed to teachers, heads of department and 


principals. 


 


In analysing the data, the researcher basically compared how different 


participants responded to one and the same questions. More information 


about data collection and analysis will be given in chapter 4. 


 


1.8 PROVISIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE MINI DISSERTATION  


Chapter 1: General Introduction 


Chapter 2: The legislative framework on Redeployment. 


Chapter 3: The background of Limpopo Department of Education  


Chapter 4: Data collection method and Analysis 


Chapter 5: Recommendation and Conclusion 


                  Bibliography 


 


1.9  DEFINITION OF CONCEPTS 


 


1.9.1 Conceptual Definitions 


 


Sission (1994, 484) defines Job Performance as outputs from the job in the 


form of objectives or tasks that are linked to key accountabilities, attributes 


or job descriptions. Bush and Middlewood (1997, 15) simply define it as 


“the accomplishments of task or activity.” Another concept that is related to 


job performance is Production and is commonly used  in production 


companies. 
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According to Brunton C and Associates (2003, a-44) Educator means “any 


person who teaches, educates or trains other persons or who provides 


professional educational services including professional therapy and 


education psychological services at any public school, further education and 


training institution, department office or adult basic education centre and 


who is appointed in a post at any educators establishment under this act”.  


 


Production is defined by Smit (1998, 143) as “the degree to which the 


organization produces the quality and quantity of output that the market 


place demands” In this study the two constructs will be used 


interchangeably. 


 


Johannsen and Terry (1997, 261) define Redeployment as the reallocation 


and retraining of labour as changes in technology and  business situations 


call for labour mobility between skills”. ELRC   resolution 6 (1998, 1), 


defines Redeployment, as applied in the  teaching fraternity, as a 


transformation and restructuring process, which refers to the shifting of 


educators from schools that have many to schools where there are vacancies. 


 


 The latter definition will be adopted in this study. Related concepts are 


explained as follows: Johannsen and Page (1997, 261) define  Redundancy 


as “dismissal of employee when his/her job ceases to exist; usually as a 


result of technological or economic change.” 


 


According to Cloete (1991, 232), Transfer of employees refers to the 


“shifting of officials to other places of employment or assign them to other 


posts for  the purpose of training and development and to make best use 
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of the available manpower”. Perall (2001, 1210) defines Relocation as “the 


movement to a new place and establish one’s home there”. 


 


According to Resolution 2: (2001, 4), Open vacancy list “is a list 


advertising vacant educator post where all educators including non serving 


educators who qualify to apply in terms of the regulations may apply”.   


 


Closed vacancy list means “a list advertising vacant posts where only 


educators declared in excess may apply” (ELRC resolution 8: 1998, 4).  


Constitution means “the constitution of the Republic of South Africa” (Act 


no: 108 of 1996).  College means “a college of education, technical college, 


Youth College, community college, state-aided college, state college or other 


college which is wholly or partly funded by the state”. Resolution 2: (2001, 


4)   


Curriculum means “all aspects of the learning and teaching process which 


learners actively engage with and includes activities and experience 


provided and expressed in the school”(ELRC Resolution 8: 1998, 4).   


 


Education (as pedagogic assistance) “Education is the practice of the 


educator’s concern in assisting the child on his way to adulthood. Education 


in its pedagogic form may then be defined as the conscious, purposive 


intervention by an adult in the life of a non adult to bring him to 


independence bearing in mind that education as pedagogic assistance is the 


positive influencing of non adult by an adult with specific purpose of 


affecting changes of significant value. It is therefore a purposive act, 


designed to guide the child s humanization on a determined course, with the 


educant co-operating in full acceptance of his mentor’s guidance. The final 
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issue cannot be scientifically determined or guaranteed, nor can education in 


its pedagogic form go on indefinitely. As the child as educant shows himself 


progressively amiable to decide for himself and to accept responsibility for 


autonomous choice, the educator removes himself more and more from the 


scene of action leaving his charge to do on his own” (Van Rensburg C and 


Landman W: 1994, 56).  


 


Employee “means an educator as defined in the employment of educator’s 


Act, 1998” (ELRC Resolution 8: 1998, 4). 


Employer “means the employer as defined in the employment of educator’s 


Act, 1998” (ELRC Resolution 8: 1998, 4). 


Head of department means “in relation to a provincial department of 


education, the head of the provincial department of education” 


(Brunton & Associates: 2003, 4). 


Maune Circuit means a cluster of schools in the Capricorn district, west of 


Polokwane nearly 30 km from town. It is situated in a hilly and mountainous 


area of Mashashane. The area is deeply rural and individual villages are 


widely spaced from one another due to the landscape.  Minister means “the 


minister of education”   (Brunton & Associates: 2003, 4). 


According to Very (1992, 232) Motivation means “the activation of a 


person’s motivational state to heightened functioning with a view to 


archiving an aim or aims- whether this is done by himself or by another 


person”.  


 


Morale means “the extent to which the person `s needs are met. It is also the 


extent to which the person feels satisfaction in his/her job” (Education week 


27/04/2005: vol 24 issue 33, 34). 
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Open vacancy list “means the list advertising vacant educator posts where 


all educators including non serving educators who qualify to apply in terms 


of the regulations may apply” (ELRC resolution 2: 2001, 4). 


Principal means “the head of the school” (ELRC resolution 8: 1998, 25). 


Public schools mean “public schools as defined in the South African schools 


act 1996, as amended” (ELRC resolution 8: 1998, 4). 


 


Provincial department of education means “a department responsible for 


education in a province and includes all public schools, further education 


and training institution, departmental offices and basic adult education 


centers in such provinces (Chris Brunton & Association: 2003, 4). 


Limpopo refers to “one of the nine provinces of South Africa”. It is situated 


in the northern region of the Republic of South Africa. The bulk of the land 


lies within the tropic of Capricorn and most of the population live in rural 


areas.  


 


The province derived its name from the renaming of provinces in 2002” 


(Nemutandani: 2004, 6) Rationalization refers to “the process whereby a 


department/institution reorganizes its staff component to become more cost 


effective” (Nemutandani: 2004, 5). Redundant means “no longer needed or 


useful” (Perall: 2001, 1201). 


Relocate means “to move to a new place and establish one’s home or 


business there” (Perall: 2001, 1201). 


School governing body means “a body governing the public school and 


which is representative of all the stakeholders (ELRC resolution 5: 1998, 4). 


Transfer means “to move from one place to another or one department to 


another” (Perall: 2001, 1322). Transfers of employees mean “shifting of 
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officials to other places or employment or assign them to other posts for the 


purpose of training and development and to make best use of the available 


manpower” (Cloete: 1991, 232). 


Trade union means “any trade union which is a member of the education 


Labour relations council” (Chris Brunton & Associates: 2003, 4). 


 


Under-qualified Educator means a person who is holding a teaching post 


at an establishment and is in position of a professional education 


qualification evaluated as REQV 13. This category includes teachers who 


received two tears of professional training or less, with or without grade 12 


(ELRC resolution 6:1998, 3). 


Unqualified Educator means “a person who is holding a teaching post at an 


establishment and who has not received any formal professional training as 


an educator” (ELRC resolution 6: 1998, 3). 


 


1.9.2 Operational Definitions 


 


• Redeployment is defined as the movement of the secondary school 


educators from their current school to other schools. 


• Job performance is measured by comparing the morale of educators 


before being declared in excess and thereafter.  


 


In this study, low morale is used as an index of negative impact and a high 


morale is used to indicate positive impact. 
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CHAPTER 2 


 


2.1 THE BACKGROUND OF LIMPOPO DEPARTMENT OF 


 EDUCATION 


 


2.1.1 Learners and Educator statistics 


 


The Limpopo Department of Education is made up of 144 circuits. The total 


number of learners in Limpopo Department of Education is 1 923 750. The 


Capricorn District alone has a total number of 410 373 learners while the 


total number of learners in Maune Circuit is 9 335.The total number of 


Educators in Limpopo Department of Education is 59 654.The Capricorn 


District has a total of 13 103 educators while the total number of educators 


in Maune Circuit is 320 (Limpopo Department of Education Annual Survey: 


2005/2006). 


 


2.1.2 Rationalisation of Colleges of Education 


 


According to Mawasha (1999, 14), the representatives of Colleges of 


Education (usually rectors or their deputies), the provincial department and 


the University of the North held an official meeting on the rationalisation 


process on the 16 March 1995. Mawasha (1999, 16), further said there was 


consensus reached in a meeting held on the 08-06-1999 that UNIN was 


ready to provide a home for colleges of education. The Superintendent 


General for Education, Professor Harry Nengwekhulu in (Mawasha : 1999, 


18) was quoted as saying that “Teacher Education is the competence of the 


national ministry of education”. 
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The Superintendent General for Education in (Mawasha: 1999, 18) set the 


tone for the workshop on the following:  


• The incorporation of the colleges of education can only happen with 


universities in the Northern Province. 


• The Department would not transfer responsibilities to the exclusion of 


obligations. 


• Autonomous colleges are not an option. 


• Association with (as against incorporation into) universities is not an 


option. 


 


According to the  minutes of meetings on the Incorporation of Colleges of 


Education into the Higher Education Sector (1999, 24), the Superintendent 


General Professor Harry Nengwekhulu gave background on the process of 


rationalization of colleges of education which were rationalized to 10 and 5 


in 1996 and 1998 respectively. Nengwekhulu expressed his surprise to learn 


that a province with a population of only 4 million could have so many 


colleges of education.   According to the minutes of meetings on the 


Incorporation of Colleges of  


 


Education into the Higher Education Sector (1991: 14), Nengwekhulu 


mentioned that the very colleges of education which were reduced to four 


and a half were to be incorporated into the two local Universities of the 


North and University of Venda. Nengwekhulu, in explained why there were 


four and half colleges by alluding to the incorporation of MASTEC into 


Mokopane College. 
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The Superintendent, in further said that the colleges would be incorporated 


as follows: 


• Mapulaneng, Mokopane/MASTEC Colleges would be incorporated into 


the University of the North. 


• Makhado (merged with RMTC) and Giyani colleges would be 


incorporated into the University of Venda. 


 


Nengwekhulu, in (minutes of meetings on the Higher Education Sector: 


1999, 27) was quoted as saying “the Colleges of Education would not admit 


next year and that Universities can start admitting the first years in January 


2000 if they are ready”. 


 


According to Mr Ralenala, a delegate of the then University of the North in 


(minutes of meeting between UNIN delegation and Mokopane college 


Rectorate 2000: 1) the process of incorporation has to be completed by the 


end of the year 2000. 


 


NB: See Appendix J for the Implementation Plan regarding the 


Incorporation of Colleges of Education into the Higher Education sector in 


Northern Province. 


 


2.1.3 FET Colleges in Limpopo 


 


According to the Department of Education provincial plan for FET (2001: 


8), the restructuring of the FET was informed by the need to improve 


illiteracy, the need to provide relevant programmes to improve the economic 
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life chances of the beneficiaries, the need to enhance democratic processes 


and to raise self esteem of citizens.  


 


The restructuring process of the FET sector also aims to bring out-of-school 


and unemployed youth and adults back into the mainstream of economic 


activity. According to the Department of Education provincial plan for FET 


(2001, 8) the restructuring should ensure that there are opportunities for re-


skilling and upskilling. Furthermore, the restructuring process also includes 


linkages with industry and other support services which will lead to high 


retention and success rates within the sector. This restructuring process 


should be accessible to both external and internal stakeholders. 


 


The recruitment policy for both staff and learners should ensure that gender, 


racial and age reflect the demographics of the region it serves.  The province 


must also ensure that quality is maintained in FET`s. This quality is 


determined by, among other factors the extent to which the FET 


provisioning responds to the developmental potential of the region, and the 


impact beneficiaries make on the socio-economic development of their 


regions and country as a whole. The province should also ensure efficiency 


and effectiveness (Department of Education Provincial plan for FET:  


2001, 8). 


 


2.1.3.1  A  list of the new FET colleges in Limpopo 


 


• Capricorn FET College 


• Waterberg FET College,  


• Vhembe FET College 
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• Mopani South East FET College 


• Letaba FET College 


• Lephalale FET College 


• Sekhukhune FET College 


  


NB: See appendix I for more information about FET colleges. 


 


Annual Performance Plan (2006-2009, 34), states that in order to meet the 


challenges of the provincial growth and development strategy, the FET’ s 


will offer responsive and relevant curricula, including learnerships to all 


categories of learners. 


 


2.1.3.2 Measurable objectives and performance measures 


According to Annual Performance Plan (2006-2009, 50) measurable 


objectives and their performance measures are as follows: 


 


 Measurable Objectives Performance Measures 


Access To expand the FET college sector 


in terms of the economic and 


social needs of the country. 


Number of FET college 


students relative to youth in 


the Province. 


Equity To promote the participation by 


historically marginalised groups in 


public FET institutions. 


Percentage of female 


students who are in 


technical fields 


Output To improve the success rate in the 


FET College Sector 


FET college through output 


rate 
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Quality To provide relevant and responsive 


quality FET learning opportunities.


Percentage of learners 


placed in learnerships 


through FET Colleges. 


 


According to the Annual Performance Plan (2006-2009, 51 the constraints 


facing the FET‘s in Limpopo are the following 


 


• Understanding of FET Colleges as well as the presence of under-


qualified educators is a challenge. 


• Monitoring and support of curriculum delivery in FET colleges is 


constrained by lack of staff at the provincial level. 


 


2.1.4 The organisational design of the Limpopo Department of   


 Education. 


 


The department is in the process of reviewing its organisational structure. It 


is expected to be approved during the 2006/2007 financial year. 


(Limpopo-five year strategic plan: 2006-2010, 42) 


NB. See appendix k for the Limpopo Department of Education’s 


Organisational design. 
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CHAPTER 3 


 


LITERATURE REVIEW 


 


3.1 BACKGROUND TO REDEPLOYMENT 


 


According to Nemutandani (2004, 1) the Education Labour Relations 


Council (ELRC) adopted the policy of rationalisation and educator 


redeployment in February 1997.The policy was used by the education 


authorities to adjust to falling enrolment figures at schools. The 


implementation of the policy in England also helped to manage problems of 


mismatching of teaching qualifications and experience.  


 


According to the Department of Education in (Nemutandani 2004: 13), the 


policy of redeployment was implemented in all the provinces of South 


Africa. This was confirmed in the Business Times (12-09-1999, 1), which 


said that redeployment brings equity to South Africa’s sadly uneven 


education system. Furthermore, Parliamentary Bulletin (29-10-1997, 2) , 


stated that if the redeployment strategy is to go ahead , the state as employer 


must be empowered to shift  teachers from those schools that have many to 


those schools where there are posts to be filled. 


  


 According to Skinner, in Nemutandani (2004, 1), this would result in some 


provinces (such as Western Cape and Gauteng) losing educators while 


others (such as the Eastern Cape) would gain. According to the Business 


Times (12-09-1999 ,1 ), one school in Ulundi lost seven teachers, including 
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two maths teachers and one science teacher ,while in Mmabatho one school 


lost six teachers, resulting in class sizes increasing from 30 to 55.  


 


In the (Eastern Cape Herald (21-05-1999, 1) the Anglican Bishop of Port 


Elizabeth, Eric Pike, in a letter written to the then Education MEC Shepherd 


Mayatula, expressed deep concern over the way the redeployment was 


handled in the province, saying it was causing considerable damage. 


 


The agreement reached in the Council stated that the total number of posts 


would not be reduced and that there would not be retrenchments. This was 


confirmed by the ELRC resolution 6 (1998, 5) which stated that all avenues 


should be explored to ensure the continued employment in education of 


educators who occupy posts classified as in excess at any educational 


institution. The resolution further emphasized that excess educators are not 


automatically redundant. 


 


The ELRC resolution 6 (1998, 5) stated that educators declared in excess in 


one institution would be redeployed to where they were most needed.   


 


According to Nemutandani(2004,1) the  declaration  in the ELRC 


resolutions came into being due to talks between the government and 


educator unions such as the South African Democratic Teachers Union 


(SADTU), National Professional Teachers Association (NAPTOSA) and 


Suid Afrikaanse Onderwysers Unie (SAOU).  According to Mona, in 


Nemutandani (2004, 1) the agreement stipulated that overstaffed schools 


were to be identified and surplus educators redeployed to where their 


services would be most needed. 
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 In the Eastern Cape Herald (21-05-1999, 1), Bishop Pike told Education 


MEC Prof Mayatula that while he understood the necessity of the process 


and its urgency, considering that some of the other provinces were already 


well ahead of the Eastern Cape, the process was surely disruptive to the 


education of children to have a change of teachers in the middle of the year. 


 


According to Nemutandani (2004, 1) the ELRC further signed for other 


agreements to guide the transformation in 1999.This process consisted of 


three categories, namely voluntary redeployment, compulsory redeployment 


and exit strategy called voluntary severance packages. 


 


3.1.1 Voluntary redeployment 


 


According to ELRC Resolution 6 (1998, 2), voluntary redeployment is when 


an educator volunteers for redeployment knowing that he might be subject  


to a compulsory redeployment procedure in any event. The resolution further 


states that educators will be redeployed if 


There is agreement between all parties concerned, that is, the educator, the 


receiving and releasing institutions and the respective school governing 


bodies. 


• The educator is transferred into a vacant substantive post. 


• The educator transferred through this process of redeployment will be 


part of the rationalisation procedure at the receiving institutions. 
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3.1.2 Compulsory redeployment 


 


According to ELRC resolution 6 (1998, 2), compulsory redeployment refers 


to the category of redeployment which occurs when all other possibilities, 


including voluntary redeployment, have been exhausted. 


According to Teacher’s forum in Nemutandani (2004, 14), the following 


factors must be taken cognisance of when applying this category of 


redeployment: 


 


• The curricular needs of the school. 


• The specific circumstances of the school. 


• The principles of last in first out (LIFO). 


• The views of the staff, when determining the curricular needs and 


specific circumstances of the school. 


 


3.1.3 Voluntary severance package 


 


To cater for excess educators who may not be willing to be redeployed, the 


Department of Education included a voluntary severance package. 


According to the Archives (30-11-2001, 1), the government told 7 274 


public servants that their jobs were redundant and that they face 


retrenchment. According to Namibian local news (07-01-2002, 1), hundreds 


of teachers would either accept redeployment to formerly disadvantaged 


schools when schools re-opened the following week or face being kicked out 


of the civil service if they refused.  
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Furthermore, according to ELRC Resolution 6 (1998, 2), the state might 


allow educators to retire voluntarily if the educator was declared in excess 


and the post the educator occupies was to be abolished. 


Motala in Nemutandani (2004, 14 ), added that severance packages were 


presented as an alternative to teachers who were not willing to be transferred 


and could be declared as excess educators in their schools. 


 


 3.2 REDEPLOYMENT POLICY GUIDELINES-LIMPOPO   


       PROVINCE            


 


According to Nemutandani (2004, 2) Limpopo as a province was the last to 


begin with redeployment towards the end of 1999. In addition she said, 


though help was sought from educator unions such as SADTU, NAPTOSA 


and IPTT, the process was delayed by numerous problems. According to the 


Annual report of the Department of Education in Nemutandani (2004, 2) 5 


924 educators were in excess in 1998.  


 


According to ELRC Resolution 6 (1998, 9) the trade unions, SAOU, 


NAPTOSA and SADTU met with the department and signed the agreement 


for redeployment on 11th of November 1998. 


 


According to this resolution the educators should be redeployed from public 


schools with too many learners to public schools with too few learners. This 


resolution further stated that each school should receive staff establishment 


so that each school would clearly know the total number of the educators 


which were supposed to be in the employ of the school and those who were 
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in excess. Resolution 6 of 1998 was agreed to as the tool for the 


redeployment process nationally.  


 


Resolution 6 of 1998 covers the following aspects: determining educators in 


excess, educators declared in excess that fail or refuse to apply for posts, 


transfer costs, procedures for filling vacancies, establishment of bodies and 


dispute resolution.   


 


3.3 PROCEDURE FOR RATIONALISATION AND 


REDEPLOYMENT 


 


3.3.1 Determining educators in excess 


 


The principal or the district manager is responsible for determining 


educators in excess. This is confirmed by ELRC Resolution 6 (1998.11), 


which states that the principal must consult with the educator staff of the 


institution in order to determine the posts in excess and the educators in 


excess. According to PSCBC Resolution 7 (1998, 4) excess employee means 


an employee who is not placed in a defined post of a department.  


 


But according to ELRC Resolution 6 (1998, 1), all educators who are 


affected by the process of rationalisation and redeployment will be treated 


fairly. In addition to the above, the resolution states that all avenues should 


be explored to ensure the continued employment in education of educators 


who occupy posts that are classified as in excess in terms of these 


procedures. Furthermore according to ELRC Resolution 6 (1998, 11), the 
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circuit/district manager, together with the principal shall identify the 


educators in excess, taking into account the following: 


• The views of the educator staff of the institution as expressed at a 


formal staff meeting convened by the principal: 


• The needs of the institution more particularly in relation to specific 


curriculum obligations of the institution, the number of classes, the 


timetable and the allocation of learners to classes. 


 


• The circuit/district manager shall take cognisance of the fact that there 


is not necessarily a direct relation between a post identified as in excess 


and an educator who will be declared in excess as there may be more 


than one post with substantially the same duties attached to it. 


 


If a decision still has to be taken regarding two or more educators competing 


for the same post the principle of “last in first out” (LIFO) shall be applied. 


The period for the continuous service shall include all continuous services 


rendered at any public educational institution. 


 


The resolution further states that an educator who has been declared in 


excess shall be so informed in writing by the provincial education 


department concerned. 


 


The particulars of educators in excess shall be included in a provincial 


redeployment list complied by the provincial education department and shall 


include the following: 


 


• The name of the educator and other relevant details 
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• Rank and level  


• Qualification and experience 


• Present educational institution 


 


3.3.2 Redeployment of teachers to new schools 


 


According to ELRC Resolution 6 (1998, 13) the relevant education 


department must receive the details of all educators declared in excess and 


the requirements for all posts.  


 


In addition, the resolution states that posts should be filled by permanent 


educators and temporary educators ho were appointed on or before 01 July 


1996.  


 


But Kolita, acting Deputy Principal of Samuel Ntsiko School in (The 


teacher: 06-05-1999, 1), said “The redeployment of teachers hampers 


everything as you don’t know how many pupils to admit and teachers also 


don’t know where they will be”. Kolita also said that the school has yet to be 


told how many teachers it would lose. 


  


The requirements for the post should include the following: 


 


• The name of the educator and other relevant details. 


• Rank and level. 


• Qualifications and Experience. 


• Present educational Institution. 
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• Preferences with regard to redeployment. 


After receiving the requirements for the posts the Circuit Manager/District 


Manager must declare an audit in terms of the schools that fall within his/her 


Circuit/District. The audit must include, but not be limited to the following 


information: 


 


• Total number of educators per phase 


• Total number of pupils per phase 


• Total number of educators declared in excess per phase and subject  


 field and  


• Total number of vacancies, including the requirements. 


 


3.3.3 The advertising and filling of educator’s posts in new schools in  


Limpopo  


 


According to ELRC Resolution 5 (1998, 2) all vacancies must be advertised 


in a Government Gazette or Circular.   


 


According to ELRC Resolution 5 (1998, 6), the employing department must 


acknowledge receipt of all applications by:  


 


• Informing all applications in writing of receipt of their application. 


• Clearly indicating whether the applicant meets the minimum  


      requirements for the post and that such an application has been referred     


      to the institution concerned. 


• The employing department also had to handle the initial shifting process    
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    in order to eliminate applications of those candidates who do not comply     


    with the requirements for the posts as stated in the advertisement.  


According to ERLC Resolution 6 (1998, 1) the transfer of educators in posts 


declared in excess in the process of rationalisation of the educators is 


compulsory. The resolution further stressed that educators who occupy posts 


which are classified as in excess at an educational institution are not 


automatically redundant. 


 


3.3.4 Temporary educators occupying posts to be filled by 


         redeployment in Limpopo  


 


According to ELRC Resolution 6 (1998, 15), a temporary educator who is 


successful in his/her application will be permanently appointed to the post, 


provided the educator meets the requirements for appointment. 


If the educator is unsuccessful in his/her application the normal terms of the 


contract shall be upheld or a months notice shall be given to the educator 


concerned upon appointment of a redeployee.    


 


But Bishop Pike in the (Eastern Cape Herald: 21-05- 1999, 1) complained 


that redeployed educators have limited time to decide where to apply for 


vacant posts. This was confirmed by Ramokolo in (The teacher: 06-05- 


1999, 2), who said that because redeployment lists had not yet arrived, it was 


difficult to start teaching because teachers could not be allocated subjects. 
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3.3.5 The establishment of facilitation bodies in Limpopo 


 


According to ELRC resolution 6 (1998, 8), two bodies were established in 


order to facilitate the implementation process of redeployment and to settle 


disputes that may arise during the process. At a provincial level, the process 


is facilitated by a provincial task team while at a National level it is 


facilitated by an inter provincial task team. 


 


The Provincial Task Team (i. e PTT‘s) functions are as follows: 


 


• To monitor the co-ordination and implementation of the rationalisation   


     and redeployment  process provincially. 


• To resolve disputes between the parties that may arise and which relate  


      to  the general application of this agreement and the model for posts 


 provisioning. 


• To promote redeployment and make recommendations in this regard to  


     the head of the provincial educational department, the Inter Provincial   


  Task Team (i. e IPTT) and ELRC. 


• To monitor the establishment and updating of provincial solutions of 


 problems that might be existent in their various constituencies. 


 


But according to SADTU Provincial Conference Report (1998, 68), there 


was a complaint that despite the sentiments stated in PTT and IPTT 


meetings about the role of the PTT and IPTT chairpersons being only to 


convene meetings, and not being able to impact upon and influence said 


meetings. The union further said that the chairpersons should understand 


their rights to enquire about the progress of the departments and even to 
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intervene. The functions of the IPTT as contained in (ELRC Resolution 6: 


1998, 7) are as follows: 


 


• To monitor the co-ordination and implementation of the rationalisation   


        and redeployment process nationally. 


• To monitor the establishment and updating of the provincial  


 redeployment  list. 


• To resolve disputes between the parties that may arise and which relate  


     to the general interpretation and application of this allocation of the           


     provincial redeployment list. 


 


This body was established in all provincial departments. It consisted of 


representation from the provincial education department and six 


representatives of the trade unions which are party to the ELRC. The ELRC 


had to elect the chairperson who chaired meeting as well as facilitate the 


rationalisation and redeployment process (ELRC Resolution 6:1998, 7).  


 


3.3.6 Educators declared in excess who fail or refuse to apply for posts 


in Limpopo  


 


According to ELRC Resolution 6 (1998, 15), educators who fail or refuse to 


be redeployed must note the following: 


 


• Redeployment of educators in excess is compulsory. 


• Educators who fail to apply for posts or apply for posts where 


redeployment is not possible in terms of the closed vacancy list shall 
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have their names included on the list by the relevant education 


department.  


• Educators who unreasonably refuse to be redeployed are not entitled to 


severances pay and would be deemed to have resigned with effect from 


a date to be determined by the head of the provincial education 


department. 


 


3.3.7 Educators declared in excess who cannot be redeployed in 


Limpopo  


 


According to ELRC Resolution 6 (1998, 16) educators who are declared in 


excess but cannot be absorbed in terms of redeployment procedures are 


guided by the following: 


• An educator declared in excess in terms of this procedure that cannot be 


redeployed due to no fault of the educator shall be held in excess of 


his/her present staff establishment until she/he can be suitably 


redeployed. 


• During the period of being in excess, all avenues should be explored by 


the employer and the educator concerned to find suitable placement and 


the educator shall be optimally employed at the educational institution.  


 


PSCBC Resolution 7 (2002,  6), further stated that employees who are not so 


placed in defined posts of a department, are excess employees in that 


department , but are not redundant in the public service by virtue of being 


declared in excess in the department. 
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3.3.8 Substitute educators in Limpopo  


  


ELRC Resolution 6 (1998, 16) gives the following guidelines to substitute 


educators: 


 


In respect of an educator who is in excess and who is absent from duty 


with prior approval a substitute educator may have been appointed to 


perform his/ her duties while he/she is absent.  


• The appointment of the substitute educator shall terminate on date of 


the redeployment of the educator actually occupying the post and 


identified as in excess terminates his/her service provided that one 


month’s notice of the termination of service is given. 


 


• where the services of a substitute educator referred to above have in the 


past been utilised in such a manner that he/she has been denied the 


opportunity of being appointed to a substantive post in a temporary or 


permanent capacity, such educator’s position will be considered 


individually on its merits and the head of a provincial education 


department may approve that such an educator be treated as a 


temporary educator and for the purpose of redeployment be treated 


fairly. 


 


3.3.9 Transfer costs of redeployed educators in Limpopo  


 


According to ELRC Resolution 6 (1998, 16), the transfer costs of educators 


declared in excess are covered in this way: 
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The costs relating to the transfer of educators within a province shall be done 


by the provincial education department and those relating to transfer from 


one provincial education department and those relating to transfers from one 


provincial education department to another shall be done by the receiving 


department in terms of the existing measures with regard to transfer costs 


including transfer where an educator has indicated his/her presence.  


 


According to PSCBC Resolution 7 (2002, 14), annexure B states that the 


employer will pay the following costs up to a maximum all-inclusive amount 


of R25 000: 


 


(a) Actual costs for 


• Transport, travel and subsistence, 


• Interim accommodation and 


• Transfer of property fees 


 


(b)  For each dependent child that must change schools, a once-off amount 


accordance to the tariffs published by the Minister for the Public 


Service and Administration, and 


(c)  To meet incidental expenditure, and amount equal to the employee’s 


basic salary on the date of resettlement, but limited to R5 000.00 when 


the employee moves into permanent accommodation. 
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3.4 RESPONSES TO REDEPLOYMENT POLICY IN SOUTH 


AFRICA 


 


Redeployment is part of the change process taking place in South Africa.  


According to Stein and Squelch (2003, 1-2), there is a difference between 


voluntary and imposed change, but all change involve loss, anxiety and 


struggle. According to Holomisa, President of United Democratic 


Movement in (Election News: 1997, 1), the government’s planned teacher 


redeployment programme should be halted as it creates uneasiness in the 


once noble profession. 


   


Holomisa further argued that the redeployment process impacts negatively 


on the profession. He is further is quoted as saying “The sooner this 


redeployment is suspended, the better it will be for the success of our 


education”. 


 


According to Vandervelde (1988, 6-7), in many instances, teachers do not 


object to being redeployed, more often redeployment proves traumatic 


causing uncertainty and loss of confidence. Vandervelde further emphasises 


that teachers must well understand the redeployment process, procedures and 


requirements for it. 


 


According to ELRC Resolution 6 (1998, 5) all teachers who are affected by 


the redeployment process will be treated fairly. But the study done by 


Nemutandani (2004, 50) shows that most teachers felt threatened by 


redeployment. These teachers perceived it as a retrenchment strategy by the 


department.   
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According to ELRC Resolution 6 (1998, 5) all avenues should be explored 


to ensure the continued employment in Education of educators who occupy 


posts, and who are classified as in excess in terms of these procedures.  


Furthermore, this ELRC resolution states that Educators who occupy posts 


classified as in excess at the educational institution are not automatically 


redundant.   


 


The problems associated with redeployment seem to stem from lack of 


sufficient advocacy for the redeployment process. This is confirmed by 


SADTU Provincial Conference Report (1999.66-67) which said that the 


Limpopo department of education was riddled with problems caused by 


incompetencies of departmental officials dealing with redeployment.  


According to Garner and Sandow (1995, 3) advocacy reduces vulnerability 


to exploitation and maximises self-esteem in an increasingly complex and 


sometimes hostile society. The author further said where this advocacy 


lacks, some individuals may substitute it by antisocial, aggressive or 


destructive behaviour or seek inappropriate gratification, and others may 


exist in a condition of learned helplessness which is inimical to their own or 


others` fulfilment.   


 


According to Nemutandani (2004, 47) all principals interviewed in her study 


in Limpopo objected to the role they were forced to play in implementing 


the redeployment process in their schools.  The author further said that the 


process resulted in misunderstanding and enemity between staff and 


principals.  In addition, her study further confirmed that redeployment 


created enemity between educators declared in excess and those not. This is 


confirmed by the Eastern Cape Herald (21-05-1999, 2) which states that the 
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redeployment process disturbs the education of children and frustrates 


educators for having limited time to apply for vacant posts. 


  


According to SADTU Provincial Conference Report (1999, 66) the 


Department of Education with its line managers, inclusive of circuit 


managers and principals are responsible for the management of the 


redeployment process. 


 


This is confirmed by ELRC resolution 6 (1998, 18), which states that circuit 


managers together with principals determine the number of posts in excess 


and the educators in excess.  Resolution 6 (1998, 5) states, among others, 


principles to be followed during the implementation of the redeployment 


process, which include fair treatment of teachers affected by redeployment 


and that all avenues be explored to ensure the continued employment of 


educators who occupy posts which are classified as in excess in terms of 


these procedures. This is confirmed by RSA Constitution (1997, chapter 2 


and 10), which advocates human dignity and rights of individuals. 


 


UDM leader Bantu Holomisa in (Election News: 1999, 1) criticised the 


timing of the redeployment process. Holomisa was further quoted as saying 


“The ANC as ruling party attempts to settle scores with those teachers who 


served under apartheid”  


  


But according to ELRC resolution 6 (1998, 7) an educator declared in excess 


in terms of the previous processes and who currently finds himself or herself 


on a redeployment list of a provincial education department, shall revert to 


be a full member of his or her current staff establishment. This resolution 
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further states that such educator will be treated in the same manner as all 


other educators at his or her educational institution. The statement above 


shows that to be in excess does not mean “loss of jobs”.  


 


 Professor Sibusiso Bengu, the then Minster of Education in (South African 


Communication Service: 14-06-1996, 1) called on teachers not to be misled 


and alarmed by the recent spate of unfounded rumours about redeployment.   


 


Professor Bengu called on all who were involved in the process to deal with 


this matter with sensitivity. Furthermore, he added that the matter created 


uncertainty and anxiety for many teachers. Bengu further added that it is 


only as the process of redeployment unfolds that many teachers will obtain 


more clarity about their personal position. 


 


This is confirmed by Lyons (1965, 20) who argues that the political conflicts 


over education usually centre on marginal questions with the opposition 


resorting to delaying tactics and techniques for distortion rather than 


systematic rejection of proclaimed policy.  


 


This is further confirmed by Vandervelde (1998, 5), who stated that 


redeployed teachers were kept on the establishment of their former schools. 


According to ELRC Resolution 6 (1998, 11), determining educators in 


excess must take into account the views of the educator staff of the 


institution which must be expressed at a formal staff meeting convened by 


the principal. According to ELRC Resolution 6(1998, 11), the needs of the 


institution, the number of classes,  the time table and the allocation of 
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learners to classes will be used as criteria to determine educators in excess. 


The last criterion to be used when all others have failed is LIFO.  


 


According to ELRC Resolution 2 (2003, 3), an educator’ service period for 


the application of LIFO shall include all continuous service rendered at any 


public education institution.  In addition, this resolution further states that if 


a decision has to be taken regarding two or more educators competing for 


the same post, the principle of LIFO shall be applied.  


 


Furthermore, ELRC Resolution 2 (2003, 3), states that one representative per 


trade union party to the ELRC shall be invited by the district/circuit manager 


to observe the process. But, according to the Business Times (12-09-1999, 


1) the redeployment process is seen as a destruction of the education system 


since long serving teachers in the department will retain jobs at the expense 


of newly appointed teachers or those qualified to teach  Maths and Science. 


 


3.4.1 Teacher problems in Limpopo and in South Africa as a whole 


 


According to The Teacher (2001, 10) more than 1 500 unemployed teachers 


were threatening to disrupt classes and picket government offices in  


Bushbuckridge at the end of October 2001 to force the Limpopo Department 


of Education to hire them. Among others the leader of the New 


Bushbuckridge Unemployed Teachers organisation (BUTO), Elly Mokoena, 


criticized the redeployment in the Limpopo province, saying teachers should 


be drawn from the communities they were expected to serve instead of being 


transferred to other districts (The Teacher: 2001, 10) 
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Education spokesperson Rapule Matsane said the province did not have the 


funds to hire new teachers and could not create new posts for BUTO 


members.  


According to the Sunday Times (23-02-2003, 1), the teachers at four 


Limpopo  


Pre-primary Schools have managed to delay their redeployment to other 


schools following a court ruling. The schools included Erica Pre-school and 


Suikerbekkie Pre-school. All brought an urgent application against the 


Limpopo Department of Education in the Pretoria High Court in February 


2003.  


 


The paper further said the school applied for an interdict stopping the 


department from transferring teachers to other posts in the province, 


including the rural areas as this would mean the schools having to close 


down. In response to the accusation by the schools mentioned above, Freddy 


Greaver, spokesperson for the Limpopo Department of Education, said the 


department would oppose the court action.  


According to The Sunday Times (23-05-2003, 1), Johannes Frederick 


Moolman, Chairperson of Erica Pre- School governing body, said his school 


first heard about the Department’s Redeployment Policy in 1998. 


 


The circular addressed to the school in the Sunday Times (23-05-2003, 1) 


read “In an endeavour to effect equity, the Department has taken a decision 


to withdraw all educators paid by the Department from Pre-Schools with 


effect from January 1999”. The circular also said that as from January 1999, 


the Department would not pay for teachers at any pre-school. 
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According to The Sunday Times (23-05-2003, 1), the school continued to 


operate as argued until November 2002, when the Department ordered Erica 


Pre- School to vacate its premises because the building would be used for 


other purposes. In addition the circular further informed the school that all 


teachers paid by the department would be placed at “needy schools”. 


 


Moolman in the (Sunday Times: 23-05-2003, 1) argued for the shortage of 


Pre-Schools in Polokwane area and that the closure would have negative 


impact on their 483 learners aged between two and six. To respond to 


Moolman`s argument of redeployment having a negative impact and 


resulting in policy changes, Freddy Greaver said this was agreed upon by 


teachers, their trade unions and the department. Freddy Greaver further said 


that the policy entailed taking teachers from overstaffed schools to schools 


where there were staff shortages. 


 


According to SADTU Provincial Conference Report (1999, 66), the process 


of redeployment as set out in resolution 6, 1998 was supposed to have been 


concluded in the first quarter of the year (1999) but failed. In addition the 


Report indicated that there was a range of reasons for this state of affairs.  


Furthermore, the report indicated that the slow pace of the process was the 


first cause for its failure.  


 


The report of SADTU further said this would have implications, both on the 


employer and employees.  


In addition the report said the reason behind this failure was the lack of 


competence and efficiency of the employers. Furthermore the report blamed 
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the employers that had lost hours of work without a meaningful progress and 


production which was costly in terms of labour. 


 


The report further indicated that failure to implement the redeployment 


process was attributed to the mistakes committed by officials of the 


departments which had worsened the situation. 


 


The report further recommended that the process be looked at closely, 


hiccups be checked and measures be put in place to correct the situation in 


favour of the employees.  


 


Holomisa in (Election News: 09-02- 1997, 1) further argued that 


redeployment affects the morale of teachers who were not sure what the 


future holds for them and their families. Holomisa in (Election News: 09-02- 


1997, 1) criticised the timing for redeployment process to be implemented. 


 He was again quoted in (Election News: 09-02-1997, 1) as saying “the 


ruling party attempts to settle the scores with those teachers who served 


under apartheid”.  


 


Furthermore Holomisa in (Election News: 09-02-1997, 1) was quoted as 


saying “I think they want to say you’ve been a principal under the apartheid 


regime and we now want to put in someone who has been toyi-toying. This 


is confirmed by Stephen and Goodson (1985, 2), who stated that from the 


late 1960’s, teaching had moved from a situation of teacher shortage to a 


situation of teacher unemployment in the 1980’s. 
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Holomisa further stressed that it was important to put matters to rest once 


and for all, so that teachers could do their work with certainty, so that they 


would not be worried about being posted the next day, unwillingly, to an 


unknown destination.  


 


In South African Communication Service (14-06-1996, 1), Professor 


Sibusiso Bengu, Minister of the then Education Department Nationally, 


called on teachers not to be misled and alarmed by the recent spate of 


unfounded rumours about right-sizing, redeployment and voluntary 


severance package. He further called on all who are involved in the process 


dealing with this matter, whether they are officials, members of teachers 


unions and organisations or reporters, to handle this matter with sensitivity. 


He acknowledges that the matter affected the lives of many teachers.  


He added that this situation created uncertainly and anxiety for many 


teachers.  


 


Bengu further said once the process of redeployment and rationalisation had 


been finalised, official communication on the relevant matters would be 


made available. He stressed that the ministry of education had planned to 


issue brochures on these matters to all teachers (South African 


Communication Service: 14-06-1996, 1).  


 


He further said it was only as the process of redeployment unfolded, that 


many teachers would obtain more clarity about their personal position. He 


also stated that the public debates at that stage were premature.  
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He stated that teachers deserve empathy and respect and not public posturing 


and alarmist rumours that deepen their uncertainty and therefore create 


anxiety. 


 


In conclusion, the then Minister for Education said that people confused the 


policy of redeployment with witch hunting or they saw it as the department’s 


attempt to disorganise schools (South African Communication Service: 14-


06-1996, 1). 
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CHAPTER 4 


 


DATA COLLECTION METHOD AND ANALYSIS 


 


4.1 RESEARCH DESIGN 


 


This chapter explains qualitative research methodology as the method used 


to gather data concerned with educator’s experiences on the way in which 


the policy on educator redeployment impacted on the performances of 


educators in Limpopo province with specific reference to Maune circuit. 


The orientation of qualitative research is that it adopts assumptions about 


social life, objectives for research, and ways to deal with data that are often 


different from a quantitative approach. 


 


Neuman (1997,363) further asserts that in qualitative research, analysis 


proceeds by extracting themes or generalizations from evidence and 


organizing data to present a coherent, consistent picture. 


 


Schumacher and McMillan (1997, 378) maintain that qualitative research is 


based on a naturalistic phenomenological philosophy that views reality as 


multilayered, interactive and a shared social experience.  


 


Schumacher and McMillan (1997, 378) further assets that in the qualitative 


method, data are empirical, that is, they involve documenting real events and 


recording what people say (with words, gestures and tone). Hoberg (1999, 


76) agrees stating that qualitative research focus on individual’s social 


actions, beliefs, thoughts and perceptions. Furthermore, qualitative research 
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requires that data to be collected must be rich in description of people and 


places. 


 


4.2 Data collection method 


 


Educators in the Maune circuit Department of Education in Limpopo were 


interviewed. A total of 10 educators from both primary and secondary 


schools were interviewed (see Appendix E for a list of questions directed to 


the redeployed teachers).The sample consisted of three principals, two heads 


of department and five Cs 1 educators. 


 


The interview was semi-structured. The interviews were in English but the 


respondents sometimes used Sepedi as medium so that they would be able to 


express themselves better. Questions were directly posed to respondents, 


answers and explanations were recorded on a tape and data in Sepedi was 


transcribed, translated into English and rewritten. Field notes were also 


taken during interviews and played a most important role in data analysis. 


 


4.2.1 Choice of participants 


 


 Purposeful sampling method was used. According to Leedy (1997, 167) 


only participants who are informative about the phenomenon must be 


included in the study. The author further says that the method is used to 


increase the utility of information obtained from small samples.  


The author further asserts that the researcher and the participants work 


together to arrive at the heart of the problem. Furthermore, such an interview 


must look like a dialogue or conversation with the participant doing most of 
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the talking and the interviewer doing most of the listening (Leedy: 1997, 


167). 


 


Schumacher and McMillan (1993, 378) explain purposeful sampling as a 


process of selecting information rich-cases for the study in-depth. In this 


study the researcher included the principals who lost staff due to 


redeployment and educators including heads of department who were 


redeployed to other schools through the process. 


 


4.2.2 Interview with the Principals 


 


Of the three principals interviewed two were in primary schools while the 


third was at a secondary school. They all lost staff due to redeployment. All 


principals had excess educators at their respective schools. The 


appointments were set up with them and they were all interviewed after 


working hours. 


 


They were all interviewed in the comfort of their homes. The interviews 


were conducted in English. They all agreed that their responses be tape 


recorded.  They were exposed to the same set of questions. Their responses 


were in English, Sepedi and Isindebele and were transcribed, translated into 


English and rewritten.   


 


4.2.3 Interview with the Educators  


 


Five educators, from secondary schools and two from primary schools were 


interviewed. Two heads of department of which one was from secondary 
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school and the other from primary school were interviewed. Appointments 


were set up with them. They were all interviewed after school hours. 


Interviews were conducted in English and they all agreed that their 


responses be tape recorded. They were all exposed to the same set of 


questions. Their responses were in English, Sepedi and Isindebele. These 


were transcribed, translated into English and rewritten.   


 


4.2.4 Interview with the Heads of department 


 


Two heads of department, one from a primary school and another from a 


secondary school were interviewed. Appointments were set with them and 


were both interviewed in the comfort of their homes. They were both 


exposed to the same set of questions. Their responses were in English and 


Sepedi. Responses in Sepedi were transcribed and translated into English 


and rewritten.   


 


4.2.5 Reliability and Validity 


 


 Reliability deals with the accuracy of the information. It asks questions for 


example “how accurate is the instrument that is used in the research” (Leedy 


1985: 26).  


Schumacher and McMillan (1997, 388) explains reliability as the extent to 


which independent researchers could discover the same phenomena and to 


which there is an agreement on the description of the phenomena. The 


measuring tool used in this study is a set of questions directed to educators. 


 The validity is concerned with the soundness and effectiveness of the 


measuring instrument. If the data is not biased, then the data collected will 
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be reliable and valid. In this study the validity of the data collected in the 


research was determined by the way the respondents responded to the 


questions. If they understood the questions and answered them in an honest 


manner then the data was valid.     


 


4.2.6 Ethical consideration 


 


The respondents are not identified throughout the study. There was no 


coercion on the respondents and permission to participate in the study was 


voluntary. A voluntary concerned form was signed by the respondents. The 


researcher was granted permission to conduct research from the Department.    


The findings of this study will be shared with the Department of Education 


and all teachers’ organisations. The research will be made available to 


politicians, municipal leaders, education specialists and non governmental 


organisations concerned with education. 


 


4.3 ANALYSIS OF DATA 


 


In analysing the data, the researcher basically compared how different 


teachers and heads of department responded to one and same questions. The 


principals as part of the respondents responded to their respective set of 


questions different from teachers and heads of departments. The following 


themes emerged through data analysis: 
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(1) Training for redeployment policy  


 


The findings of this study revealed that most educators inclusive of 5 


educators, 2 heads of department of schools and 3 principals were either not 


trained or not properly trained for redeployment. As for the 5 educators, their 


responses revealed that most of them didn’t even know how they were 


redeployed, that being the reason why most of them were stressed after 


being declared in excess. Worse than that, was the fact that the responses of 


the heads of department in schools, being part of the management of 


schools, indicate that they don’t know how they were redeployed too.  


 


This was confirmed by a report in Eastern Cape Herald (21-05-1999, 2), 


where Miss Ffolliott, principal of Pearson high school said that she had 


informed the education district office that she was unable to identify two 


heads of departments  for redeployment from her school. The heads of 


department interviewed in this study became confused after being declared 


in excess; one of them even consulted the local clinic and a medical 


practitioner.  


 


As for the 3 principals they were confused regarding the implementation 


process. This was also stated by the Business Times (12-09-1999, 1), saying 


that many principals spent months locked in paper work battles with 


department officials in a bid to save their classrooms from being left without 


teachers. 
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One principal in the interview confessed that she was relieved when the 


teacher volunteered to be redeployed to another school because it then saved 


her from following all the steps of the redeployment process. 


 


(2) Educator involvement  


  


In terms of ELRC Resolution 6 (1998, 11) educators are expected to play a 


role in the implementation of redeployment in their respective schools. Four 


educators interviewed in this study revealed that their principals involved 


them in identifying educators in excess. But in the (Business Times:12-09- 


1999, 1) Andrew Taylor, the principal of Brebner High School was quoted 


as saying, “whatever the need for rationalisation, no one can stand up and 


say it has not had a detrimental effect on our education system. The teaching 


staff is overtaxed and overworked and personal tensions are increasing 


because of workload. 


 


 One educator in this study said “I was sharing Biblical Studies with the 


principal. The process was followed and the principal was in excess and I 


was approached by the SMT arguing the principal cannot be in excess, I 


therefore had to volunteer to save the headmaster”. However some reported 


not to have been involved. One educator said: “I was absent when they 


declared me in excess”.  


 


Another educator confirmed: “It was imposed on me. I was in pre-school, 


appointed as a principal when the circular arrived informing me that all pre-


school principals are to go back to former schools. I was informed that pre-


schools are for the community .You must know that you are not going to be 
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stationed there forever, you are redeployable”. The Eastern Cape Herald (21-


05-1999, 1) reports that the Department of Education had to step in and 


identify two heads of department in excess at Port Elizabeth’s Pearson High 


School after the principal Daphney Ffolliot refused to make the choice as to 


who must go.                                                 


 


(3) Low morale  


 


Most educators interviewed in this study confessed to have been 


demoralized by redeployment. According to the study done by Masemola 


(2003, 1), the moral and attitude of teachers appear to be low. The author 


further says that in a study done by the Department of Education, 24 % of 


educators and 20 % of principals indicated that they would consider a 


change of career if given the opportunity. Furthermore, the author said that 


though the society and learners appreciated their work, excellence in 


teaching and learning cannot be realised where educators and school 


managers suffer from a low morale and have negative attitudes towards the 


profession.  


 


In the Eastern Cape Herald (21-05-1999, 1) the Anglican Bishop of Port 


Elizabeth, Eric Pike, said redeployment was causing considerable 


demotivation among educators. This was confirmed by John Gowland 


Mwangi and Kimu Augustino Mwa in (Education Week: 2005, 34), who 


said low morale leads to teacher apathy, poor job performance and 


dissatisfaction with school authorities.  
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The following are the expressions of educators interviewed in this study: 


One educator said “My moral diminished”. Another one said “my thoughts 


were occupied all the times with the issue of redeployment. I was 


demoralised”. Another one said, “After I heard that I was in excess I became 


demoralised, I went for counselling at clinic and medical practitioner in 


order to stabilise the stress”. Another said, “It hurt me a lot, I felt as if it was 


my fault to be redeployed”.  


 


But Kreitner (1989, 39), said that teachers with a high morale are 


enthusiastic for the job, feel satisfied working for the organisation’s goals 


and want to excel in their work.  


The author further said that teachers with a high moral stay longer and 


become more experienced and competent in teaching while those with a low 


morale remain in the job unable to quit due to family ties, insecurity about 


changing jobs and lack of alternatives. Pasler (1993, 39) confirmed this by 


saying teaching and learning are exciting when teachers and learners are 


highly motivated. 


 


(4) Transferring to new schools  


 


Most educators interviewed in this study were filled with mixed feeling 


when they had to transfer to new schools. One teacher in the study said “I 


feel good though at first immediately after volunteering I was stressed by the 


process until I received a permanent post. The Eastern Cape Herald (21-05-


1999, 1), said the new school year started in chaos for many schools in the 


Eastern Cape with the Government’s redeployment programme still not 


finalised and with teachers yet to receive final allocation lists.  
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The paper further said this meant that schools did not know which teachers 


would be available to teach and what classes they would teach. 


Another teacher in the study said “I was affected, the first week I couldn’t 


believe it, thinking I shall never be to the school I contributed so much”.  


 


In the (The teacher: 06-05-1999, 2) Nombulele Kolita deputy principal of 


Samuel Ntsiko School, said that the redeployment of teachers hampers 


everything as you don’t know how many pupils to admit and teachers also 


don’t know where they will be. The other teacher in the study said “the fear 


was, will I be accepted by the teachers and learners in the new school”.  


 


Bishop Pike in (Eastern Cape Herald: 21-05-1999, 1), said that the process is 


really disrespectful to teachers in that they have only 10 days of making 


major decisions concerning where to apply. Another teacher in the study 


said “I took time to adjust because there was a big difference between school 


A and B. In my former school, I was teaching less than 30 learners in a class 


and I now had to manage a class of more than 100 learners.  


I also taught foundation phase for 10 years in my former school and now had 


to teach senior phase. I was also filled with guilt because when I arrived at 


the new school, the temporary teacher had to leave the system and that was 


the month she had to receive her bonus. To me that was really unfair to her. 


Her fat check had to be retuned to the department in my presence. I felt as if 


I contributed to her job loss”.  


 


Nemutandani (2004, 75), said that in Limpopo, redeployment of excess 


educators affected temporary educators who were appointed to render 


services in those posts that were not yet filled due to the following reasons:  
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(a) Posts that were in advertently advertised.  


(b) Posts that were not submitted for advertising when the closed vacancy 


list were published. 


(c) Posts for which there were no suitable candidates on their list. 


(d) Posts for which there were no applications at all. The other teacher said 


“I was given the dullest group because a stigma was attached to redeployed 


teachers as redundant and incompetent”. 


 


 


 


(5) Commitment to duties 


 


According to Vandervelde (1998, 50), the consultation with the individual 


redeployee concerning the choice of a school is a means of matching the 


needs and abilities of the individual and requirements of the school.  


Most educators interviewed in this study confessed to be commitment to 


duties. One teacher in the study said “I worked very hard that as a grade R 


teacher I did my work well that the grade 1 teacher was satisfied and happy 


with. The   situation improved more so that the pupils I was teaching were 


from the pre-school I taught. I knew how to handle them”. Contrary to this, 


another teacher said “my duties were affected; I struggled to complete the 


syllabus because I was mentally occupied by challenges of the new”.  


 


In the (The Teacher: 06-05-1999, 1), many schools sent their pupils home 


and some schools such as Mary Waters Senior Secondary in Graham’s town 


told their pupils to return the next week due to confusion created by 


redeployment process. The other teacher in the study said “My productivity 
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was affected”. Another teacher said “it never had a negative impact. I stayed 


in the institution for about 10 years. I had no growth and had no exposure as 


such. I had the exposure of now being in a new environment. My challenge 


was just to adjust to the new environment. 


 


 In most cases those declared in excess were seem to be lazy, not cooperative 


and irregular at work. The only fear was whether I will be accepted by 


teachers and learners. I always maintained my principle that I should be 


punctual. I arrived an hour before, the staff was never used to ask permission 


to leave but I did. This was to prove that I am not a reject. It showed 


commitment and discipline”. 


 


 The other teacher in the study said “On arrival I was given the dullest 


group. I therefore insisted with a grade 10 educator to share Sepedi literature 


with her, in grade 10. I therefore started to enjoy my teaching because I met 


learners who were fresh from grade 9, representative of Science, Commerce 


and general stream. This learners preached the gospel that I should teach 


grade 12 because learners in grade 12 were less competent to them in 


literature”. Contrary to this one principal said “one excess teacher neglected 


duties and reported at circuit office immediately after she knew she was 


redeployed to a white school”. 


 


According to the Business Times (12-09-1999,1 ),  on paper redeployment 


may be the perfect way to save teaching jobs but in reality this long delayed 


strategy is slicing a path of destruction through schools, ridding them of their 


most valuable staff members, affecting academic achievements and causing 


depression, anxiety, and poor performance. 
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(6) Redeployment and families 


 


Most educators interviewed in this study indicated that redeployment 


affected their families negatively. In the (Business Times:12-09-1999, 2), 


Clarke said “No one would dispute the need for equity, but they didn’t 


understand that people were not likely to pick up their roots, along with their 


families, and move to rural areas. That’s where the need is, but those people 


don’t always want newcomers either. They want to protect their own 


people”.  


 


One educator in the study said “I had to wake up at 3 o’clock every morning 


leaving my children alone”. Another one complained saying “I part with 


R1200, 00 monthly for transport only. I also have two kids at tertiary who 


are dependable upon me for their fees. I am also travelling 170 km to and 


from my place. The Eastern Cape Herald (12-05-1999, 1), said that many 


teachers will no doubt have to relocate and this will be greatly disruptive to 


them and their families.  


 


(7) The role of the principal 


 


The principals interviewed stated that they were given a huge task of 


implementing the process of redeployment in schools. The task of declaring 


educators in excess was in their hands.  


According to ELRC resolution 6 (1998,11), the circuit manager, together 


with principals was requested by the head of a provincial education 


department to determine the number of educators in excess by taking into 
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account the curricular needs of the school, the views of the staff and the 


principle of last in first out (LIFO).  


 


The principal should follow procedures laid down in ELRC Resolution 6 of 


1998 which states that: “The principal, after consulting with the educator 


staff of the institution at a formal staff meeting, may recommend that 


educators who could be declared in excess be absorbed in vacancies that 


exist or will exist in the near future (i.e. not longer than 6 months) at that 


educational institution.  


 


This recommendation is sent to the head of relevant provincial education 


department, via the circuit or district office, which may accept or reject such 


recommendations. The educator who has been declared in excess should be 


informed in writing by the provincial education department”. The resolution 


further states that the particulars of educators in excess should include the 


following: 


 


• Rank and level 


• Qualification and experience 


• Present educational institution preferences with regard to      


        redeployment. 


  


This is confirmed by International Labour organisation (1996, 46), which 


indicated that a lack of consultation in decision making led to increased 


frustration of teachers and job dissatisfaction in municipal areas. 


Furthermore Brown (2001, 82), stated that good communication is the key to 


any organisation’s health and effectiveness.  The majority of the principals 
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interviewed in this study said that they were not properly trained to 


implement the process of redeployment.  


 


In the Eastern Cape Herald (12-05-1999, 1), Miss Ffolliott , the principal of 


Pearson High School said that after she had informed the education district 


office that she was unable to identify two heads of department for 


redeployment from Pearson, the departmental task team took over and 


decided who was to go.  


 


One principal said the following to show how he experienced hatred in his 


school, “one excess educator happened to have tombstone unveiling. When 


asked why she didn’t invite the principal she answered by saying I can’t 


invite someone who is expelling me from my job”.  


 


(8) Attitudes towards redeployment   


 


Principals and educators interviewed in this study seem to have a negative 


attitude towards redeployment. Most showed no clear understanding of 


redeployment. They view the process as to be causing confusion. Most of 


them when asked whether they would be ready to be redeployed again 


answered “no”. Again when asked whether the process should continue, they 


said it should be halted with immediate effect. 


 


In The Teacher (06-05-1999, 2) Mr Ramokolo, principal of Mrwetyana High 


School, said that the department doesn’t` know what it means by 


transformation and doesn’t have a vision for change in education.   One 


teacher said “even now I am not clear with the process” Another said “I 
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won’t be happy to be redeployed rather I can volunteer, my reasons being: It 


dislocate me from my family. It has financial implications and that the cost 


will affect you negatively”. But one principal said “as long as learner 


enrolment diminishes, teachers must be redeployed. 


 


 


(9) Support from the department  


 


Most teachers interviewed in this study pointed out the lack of support from 


department of education. One HOD in this study said “I even went to the 


Clinic and Medical Practitioner”. This was because there were no support 


structures in place at school or circuit departments. Another educator had 


this to say: “one time we were in the staff room and the Principal entered 


and when we looked at him we just cried. The Principal in this case was 


helpless, could only feel pity for us”. 


 


The Sunday Times (23-02-2003, 1) reported as follows: “Principal after 


principal spoke out strongly against the policy which they believe has been 


poorly managed and has backfired badly”. The paper further said that many 


principals spent months locked in paper-work battles with department 


officials in a bid to save their classrooms from being left without teachers.  


Miss Ffolliott (in Eastern Cape Herald: 21-05-1999, 2) after failing to 


identify heads of department in excess, said the Department took a long time 


to come to her school to identify the heads of department who were to be 


declared in excess.   
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CHAPTER 5 


 


RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION 


 


Training for redeployment policy 


 


It is recommended that for better reception of any policy, the department 


should induct both principals and educators because they are important 


stakeholders in the department of education and their views should be 


valued and respected. If this had happened, the process would have run 


smoothly.  


 


Educator involvement 


 


Participation of educators in all school related activities is of the utmost 


importance. The researcher therefore recommends that the department, 


principals or SMT's, including educators, should attend workshops and 


training concerning new policies to be implemented in schools. Educators 


are important stakeholders in education and without them education 


management is impossible. 


 


The role of the principal 


 


 It is recommended that sufficient and professional training be given to 


principals before implementation of any new policies in schools. The 


principals should implement policies which they are well conversant 
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with. Such professional training should include educators as well, to 


reduce tension and disputes in schools. 


 


Redeployment and families 


 


It is recommended that the Department should consider the marital status 


of educators when implementing redeployment. It is recommended that 


replacement of single educators be given preference above that of 


married educators when the redeployment policy is implemented in 


schools. Redeployment of married teachers may be disruptive to their 


family life. 


 


Commitment to duties 


 


It is recommended that any policy change be implemented with caution 


as it may either boost or lower production in any company. Most 


educators interviewed in this study were not totally opposed to the 


process as such but the timing thereof. Their minds were not ready to 


deal with the problem. To some it posed a challenge while to others it 


was a threat.  


 


Transfer to new school 


 


The process of redeployment is traumatic to educators. According to 


Vandervelde (1998: 6) teachers do not in principle object to being 


redeployed, but that it often proves traumatic, causing uncertainty and 
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loss of confidence, particularly where there is a belief that redeployment 


constitutes an adverse reflection on the teacher is ability. 


 


The Department should induct both principals and educators on the 


management of new policies and how to handle problems related to 


changes in the department. It must disseminate relevant information to 


schools before implementing any policy changes. 


 
Low Morale 
 
It is recommended that the Department should motivate teachers in order 


for them to sustain high morale so that teaching and learning can be 


effective in schools. This is because teachers with a low morale are likely 


to perform poorly. Teachers should be motivated themselves before they 


can motivate learners. High morale in education is an important factor in 


the education of learners.  


 


Training for redeployment 


 


It is recommended that every time the department of education introduces 


a policy, it should first start by training its employees. Principals should 


be trained sufficiently so as to conduct advocacy sessions or workshops 


for the teachers and the SMT's. Delegation of duties such as the 


implementation of redeployment to principals without proper training 


only encourages disputes.  


Besides, trained educators will better deal with redeployment than those 


not trained.  
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Support from the department 


 


It is the department’s duty to service its constituency well and fairly. The 


participants in this study seemed to have experienced this aspect as lacking. 


 The researcher therefore recommends that the department put structures in 


place every time they introduce a new policy in order to deal with its pitfalls 


and shortcomings as they impact on educators. 


 


RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 


 


The researcher suggests that the following topics related to the impact of 


redeployment in Limpopo Province needs more study. 


 


• The impact of redeployment on the families of excess educators 


• The Management of change by Educators 


• The Management of change by Principals 


• The impact of redeployment on the performance of learners. 


• The Management of Change by the Department of Education for    


     Policies to be introduced in schools 


 


LIMITATIONS 


 


The main aim of this study is to understand the way in which redeployment 


impacts on the performance of educators inclusive of heads of Departments 


in schools and principals. The purposeful sampling method was used hence 


only participants informative about the phenomenon were interviewed. The 
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number of participants used in the study was small hence the report is only 


limited to the circuit under study. 


 


The study therefore only adds knowledge on the impact redeployment has 


had on teacher performance in schools in Maune Circuit and cannot be 


generalised.  


 


CONCLUSION 


 


Redeployment of educators is a controversial process and therefore 


dependent upon the mutual understanding and agreement of both the 


Department of Education and their teachers as recipients in this regard. The 


process has many resolutions attached to it and therefore requires much 


understanding. The department should make sure that its constituency 


understands all the necessary steps to be undertaken in redeploying them. 


The educators themselves should participate fully in the process and should 


clearly understand the process to avoid unnecessary disputes which may 


derail the education of learners.   


 


The findings of this study only serve to add knowledge since its sample is 


small. It is hoped that the research will contribute in future implementation 


of new policies whether borrowed or locally bred.   
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Appendix A 
 
 


ACCRONYMS 
                                                                                       


The following Acronyms also have a bearing in the understanding of 


this study: 


EEA means “the Employment of Educators Act No 76 of 1998” 


(Resolution 2: 2001, 4). 


ELRC means “Education Labour Relations Council” 


(Resolution 2:2001, 4). 


IPTT means “Inter provincial Task Team” 


(Resolution 6: 1998, 7).   


LIFO means “Last in First out” 


(Resolution 6 1998, 12). 


MASTEC means “Maths, Science and Technology” 


PTT means “Provincial Task Team” 


(Resolution 6: 1998, 7).  


REQV 13 means “the category of teachers who received three years of 


professional training or less, with or without grade 12”. 


RMTC means “Raamano Mbulaheni Training Centre”. 


SADTU means “South African Democratic Movement”. 


SASA means “South African School Act” 


(Resolution 2: 2001, 4). 


SAOU “Suid Afrikaanse Onderwysers Unie”. 


SMT means “School Management Team”. 


UNIN used interchangeably with UL to mean “University of Limpopo”. 
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APPENDIX B: A letter to the Principals who were in excess in schools 


 


                     PO BOX 710  


                     Mashashane 


                                                                                             0743 


                                                                                         16 MAY 2006 


 


Dear Sir/Madam 


 


REQUEST FOR PERMISSION TO CONDUCT A RESEARCH 


INTERVIEW 


 


I kindly request permission to a research interview with you. 


 


Presently I am a registered student for the Masters in Development Studies 


Degree (Economic Management) at the University of Limpopo. In order to 


meet the requirements of this degree, I am expected to conduct a research 


interview and submit a dissertation of limited scope related to this. 


 


My topic is “The impact redeployment has had on the performance of 


excess educators in Maune Circuit Department of Education in Limpopo”. 


Thus this research requires that I interview you as one of the principals 


who experienced redeployment in your school. You will decide the date 


and a suitable time. I also request that the interview be tape recorded to 


save time and to ensure that I do not miss useful information during our 


interview. I assure you complete anonymity and confidentiality of every 
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response you make.  Should you need further information in the process of 


considering the request, please contact my supervisor, Prof: DR. Thakhathi  


 


I hope that my request will be taken into consideration 


 


Yours faithfully 


 


 


____________________  


Mr L.P. Ledwaba 


Student no. 200204999  
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Appendix C: A letter to the HOD’s who were in excess in schools 


 


                                                                                         P.O. Box 710 


                                                                                         Mashashane 


                                                                                         0743 


                                                                                         16 MAY 2006 


 


Dear Sir/Madam 


 


REQUEST FOR PERMISSION TO CONDUCT A RESEARCH 


INTERVIEW 


 


I kindly request permission to a research interview with you. 


 


Presently I am a registered student for the Masters in Development Studies 


Degree (Economic Management) at the University of Limpopo. In order to 


meet the requirements of this degree, I am expected to conduct a research 


interview and submit a dissertation of limited scope related to this. 


 


My topic is “The impact of redeployment on the performance of excess 


educators in Maune Circuit Department of Education in Limpopo”. Thus 


this research requires that I interview you as one of the heads of 


department who experienced redeployment in your school. You will 


decide the date and a suitable time. I also request that the interview be tape 


recorded to save time and to ensure that I do not miss useful information 


during our interview. 
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I assure you complete anonymity and confidentiality of every response 


you make.  Should you need further information in the process of 


considering the request, please contact my supervisor, Prof: DR. Thakhathi  


 


I hope that my request will be taken into consideration 


 


Yours faithfully 


 


 


 


____________________  


Mr L.P. Ledwaba 


Student no. 200204999  
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Appendix D: letter to educators who were in excess in schools 


 


                                                                                P.O. Box 710 


                                                                                Mashashane 


                                                                                0743 


                                                                               16 MAY 2006 


 


Dear Sir/Madam 


 


REQUEST FOR PERMISSION TO CONDUCT A RESEARCH 


INTERVIEW 


 


I kindly request permission to a research interview with you. 


 


Presently I am a registered student for the Masters in Development Studies 


Degree (Economic Management) at the University of Limpopo. In order to 


meet the requirements of this degree, I am expected to conduct a research 


interview and submit a dissertation of limited scope related to this. 


 


My topic is “The impact of redeployment on the performance of excess 


educators in Maune Circuit Department of Education in Limpopo”. Thus 


this research requires that I interview you as one of the educators who 


experienced redeployment in your school. You will decide the date and 


suitable time. I also request that the interview be tape recorded to save 


time and to ensure that I do not miss useful information during our 


interview. 
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I assure you complete anonymity and confidentiality of every response 


you make.  Should you need further information in the process of 


considering the request, please contact my supervisor, Prof: DR. Thakhathi  


 


I hope that my request will be taken into consideration 


 


Yours faithfully 


 


 


______________________  


Mr L.P. Ledwaba (Student no. 200204999) 
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Appendix E: DUTIES AND RESPONSIBLETIES OF EDUCATORS 


 


INTRODUCTION 


 


The ability of our education system to complete in an increasingly global 


economy depends on our ability both learners and educators for new or 


changing environments. This is in line with mission in the corporate plan 


of the department of education to ensure that all South Africans receive 


flexible life-long learning education and training of high quality. 


 


Management in education should be able to draw on the professional 


competences of educators, build a sense of unity of purpose and reinforce 


their belief that they can make a difference. When and where appropriate, 


authorities need to allocate authority and responsibility which will ensure 


the building of human resources capacity. 


 


In addition to the core duties and responsibilities specified in these 


documents and certain specialised duties and responsibilities may be 


allocated to staff, in an equitable manner, by the appropriate 


representative of the employer. 


 


DUTIES OF THE PRINCIPAL 


 


1. JOB TITLE Educator-public school 


2. RANK   Principal 


3. POST LEVEL 1, 2, 3 or 4 


4. THE AIM OF THE JOB 
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(a)   To ensure that the school is managed satisfactorily and in   


 compliance  with applicable legislation and personnel    


 administration measures as prescribed. 


 


(b) To ensure that the education of the learners is promoted in a proper  


 manner and in accordance with approved policies. 


 


5. CORE DUTIES AND RESPONSIBLITIES OF THE JOB 


 


 The duties and responsibilities of the job are individual and varied, 


 depending on the approaches and needs of the particular school, and 


 include, but are not limited to the following: 


 


GENERAL/ADMINISTRATIVE 


 


(a) To be responsible for the professional management of a public school. 


(b) To give proper instructions and guidelines for timetabling, admission and   


      placements of learners. 


(c) To have various kinds of school accounts and records properly kept and  


      make the best use of funds for the benefit of the learners in consultation   


      with the appropriate structures. 


(d)  To ensure a School Journal containing a record of all important events  


       connected with the school is kept. 


(e) To make regular inspections of the school to ensure that the school  


      premises and equipment are being used properly and that good disciple is   


      being maintained. 


(f)  To be responsible for the hostel and all activities including the staff and    
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learners, if one is attached to the school. 


 


(g) To ensure that the Departmental circulars and other information received  


      which affect members of the staff are brought to their notice as soon as   


       possible and are stored in an accessible manner. 


 


(h)  To handle all correspondence received at the school. 


 


PERSONNEL 


 


(a)  Provide professional leadership within the school. 


 


(b)  To guide, supervise and offer professional advice on the work and  


       performance of all staff in the school and, where necessary, to discuss   


      and write or countersign reports on teaching, support, non-teaching and  


      other staff. 


 


(c) To ensure that workloads are distributed among the staff. 


(d) To be responsible for the development of staff training programmes, both  


      based, school-focused and externally directed, and to assist educators,  


       particularly new and inexperienced educators, in developing and   


      archiving educational objectives in accordance with the needs of the  


       school. 


(e)    To participate in agreed school/educator appraisal processes in order to  


       regularly review their professional practice with the aim of improving      


       teaching, learning and management. 
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c. To ensure that all evaluation/forms of assessment conducted in the school 


are properly and efficiently organised. 


 


TEACHING 
 


d. To engage in class teaching as per workload of the relevant post level 


and the needs of the school.   


 


e. To be a class teacher if required. 


 


f. To assess and to record the attainment of learners taught. 


 


 EXTRA-& CO-CURRICULAR 


 


g. To serve on recruitment, promotion, advisory and other committees as 


required. 


 


h. To play an active role in promoting extra and co-curricular activities in 


the school and plan major school functions and to encourage learners 


voluntary participation in sports, educational and cultural activities 


organised by community bodies. 


 


 INTERACTION WITH STAKE-HOLDERS 


 


i. To serve on the governing body of the school and render all 


necessary  assistance to the governing body in the performance of 


their functions in terms of the SA School act, 1996. 
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j. To participate in community activities in connection with 


educational matters and community building. 


 


6. COMMUNICATION 


 


a) To co-operate with members of the school staff and the school      


government body in maintaining an efficient and smooth running 


school. 


 


b)  To liaise with the Circuit/Regional Office, Supplies Section, 


Personnel Section, Finance Section, etc. concerning administration, 


staffing, accounting, purchases of equipment, research and updating of 


statistics in respect of educators and learner. 


 


c)  To liaise with relevant structures regarding school curricula and 


curriculum development. 


 


d)  To meet parents concerning learners progress and conduct. 


 


e)  To co-operate with the school government body with regard to all 


aspects as specified in the SA Schools Act, 1996 


 


f)  To liaise with other relevant Government Departments, e.g. 


Department of Health & Welfare, Public Works, etc, as required. 
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g)  To co-operate with universities, colleges and other agencies in relation 


to learners records and performance as well as INSET and 


management development programmes. 


 


h)  To participate in departmental and professional committees, seminars 


and courses in order to contribute to and/or update professional 


views/standards. 


 


i)       To maintain contacts with sports, social, cultural and community   


         organisations.   
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Appendix F 


 


INTERVIEW SCHEDULE (Teachers and Heads of Department) 


 


The following questions that focus on respondents’s feelings, experience, 


knowledge and perceptions were asked during the interviews. 


 


(1) Were you involved in the process of redeployment in your school? 


Yes/No and explain. 


 


(2) Was the process fair? Yes/No and explain. 


 


(3) Was your morale boosted or not? Explain.  


 


(4) How was your teaching affected after being declared in excess in your 


former school? (Before relocation). 


 


(5) How did this process impact on your performance in a new school? 


Explain. 


 


(6) Were you properly trained for this process? Yes/No and explain. 


 


(7) How do you feel about new school? Explain 


 


(8) How was your commitment in class before relocation? Explain 


 


(9) Must this process be continued or halted? Yes/No and explain. 
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(10) Will you be happy to be redeployed again? Yes/No and explain. 
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Appendix G (INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR PRINCIPALS) 


 


(1) Did your School experience redeployment? Yes/No and explain. 


 


(2) Did you receive training for redeployment? Yes/No and explain how      


you were trained to implement the process. 


 


(3) How was the process done in your school? How did you declare 


teachers in excess? Explain  


 


(4) How did the process impact on the performance of these excess 


teachers in your school? Explain. 


 


(5) How did (redeployment) affect the overall performance of the school? 


Explain. 


 


(6) Tell me about your relationship with excess in teachers as a Principal 


in relation to taking instructions and on personal bases? Explain 


 


(7) Will you be happy for redeployment to continue/be halted? Explain. 


 


(8) Will you be happy if teachers in your school are be redeployed for the 


second time? Yes/No and explain. 
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Appendix H (Responses of the participants) 


 


RESPONSES OF EDUCATORS 


 


RAB 


(1) No. We never met. Principal came and explained problems of the 


schools. Those to be left in the school were those who came late. Those 


favoured me as who came late. There were three teachers we found at 


that school. Two were not long in the field. Due to LIFO they were to go 


and we be left. This will result in a chaos since they started the school. 


We therefore volunteered for redeployment. 


 


ORT 


(1) Yes, I was sharing subject with the principal (Bibs. Studies) 


The process was followed and the principal was in excess 


The principal cannot be in excess 


Good was asked to be one of excess educators. 


The staff establishment said 4-2 of English and 2 biblical studies 


In fell in Biblical Studies, the principal had to be redeployed and SMT 


approached me to say principal can’t be redeployed and I had to 


volunteer to save the headmaster. 


 


MAD  


(1) Because of experience of being in the union.  


I was leading the process and when they were explaining the process to 


principals I already new the process. I also had to indicate that they were 


to have a process of declaring me in excess. 
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How? We broke into curricular needs. We had none educators of maths 


and English. The LIFO principle was applied and it declared me in 


excess. 


 


MAT  


 


(1)Yes used LIFO, two were to be redeployed. Were two were last to 


arrive at school. According to me the process was fair. 


It hurt me a lot. The way it was it was that I should choose the school you 


want to. Department promised we primary teachers will choose schools. 


We went to department of education, for us to fill forms which will help 


dept to absorb you, met a colleague, who advised me to apply to his 


school in order to get a post there. My principal didn’t t accepts. Others 


moved from school A to school B. seemingly principals were 


misinformed about the process. One circular-said teacher shouldn’t 


move. I felt as if it was my fault to be redeployed wasn’t prepared for this 


process. 


 


POP  


(1) I was involved. We firstly established how many teachers were 


needed in the school. We divided the school into senior and junior phase. 


We were 17 educators and needed only 12. After determining the number 


of teachers we wrote the subjects each teacher teaches on the chalkboard. 


We wrote the number of the teacher next to the subjects. I was 


redeployed in terms of LIFO. I was covered in terms of periods each 


teacher teaches but felt that I have to sympathise with the old teacher for 
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him to remain and I be redeployed. We therefore opted for LIFO in our 


school. 


 


RAB   


(2) No, we were left with no choice but to volunteer.  


 


ORT  


(2) I volunteered 


 


MAD  


(2) LIFO was used 


 


MAT  


(2) According to me the process was fair. 


 


POP  


(2) LIFO was used. 


 


RAB 


(3) I was demoralized and felt like resigning. 


 


ORT  


(3)Process was not fair. I almost founded the school when I remember 


that I was perturbed. I was unhappy. I had to leave the school that I 


founded and developed. I had to move to a far place (i.e. Seshego) which 


then affected my finances/budget. 
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MAD  


(3)As SADTU Leader, I had to be exemplary. As such I never had any 


problem. As such I feel I was fairly treated. 


 


MAT  


(3) It hurt me a lot. The way it was it was that I should choose the school 


you want to. Department promised we primary teachers will choose 


schools. We went to department of education, for us to fill forms which 


will help dept to absorb you, met a colleague, who advised me to apply to 


his school in order to get a post there. My principal didn’t t accepts. 


Others moved from school A to school B. seemingly principals were 


misinformed about the process. One circular said teacher shouldn’t move. 


I felt as if it was my fault to be redeployed and wasn’t prepared for this 


process. 


 


POP  


(3) I was fine, rumours that I will be redeployed to four places instilled 


fear in me. Trusted HOD that I will be redeployed to greener pastures, 


more so that it was stated your post will never be redundant. 


 


RAB 


(4) Negatively, life was bad and had no motivation to teach at all. 


 


ORT  


(4) I was affected. The first week couldn’t believe. Thinking I shall never 


come to the school I contributed so much. But I had to accept. First year 


department wrote to say I should leave and I disputed it. I changed my 
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mood in the second letter and accepted to be redeployed to another 


school. 


 


MAD  


(4) Teaching Morale 


It never had a negative impact I stayed in the institution for about 10 yrs I 


had no growth and bad no exposure as such. I had the exposure of now 


being in a new environment.  


My challenge was just now to adjust to environment, in most cases those 


declared were seen to lazy, non cooperative, irregular etc. second 


problem was to leave with people who are afraid of my leadership role 


thinking I will problematic challenge tear opinion and make the school 


ungovernable. 3rd was to fit in anew culture 


 


MAT  


(4) I attached this meaning to redeployment that I am useless as if the 


school can run without me. There was a change to my duties, started 


neglecting them. 


 


POP  


(4) I was never affected. I remained dedicated to my job. 


 


RAB 


 (5) After arrival, there, I became motivated and committed to my duties 


motivated by learners, Principal and working together of teachers. In 


preparations for example we sit together and help one another. I was also 


able to get the word of God as the school is Roman Catholic inclined. 
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Every Thursday we started with church, even in their learning areas there 


was Religion education. There was a social gathering where each and 


everyone would echo/spell out his/her problems and help one another in 


solving them. The way I found encouragement I even started studying 


and got myself a higher diploma in teaching. One principal came to our 


school to render whole school evaluation and she was surprised to find us 


much more prepared above her expectations. 


 


ORT  


(5) My duties were affected; I struggled to complete the syllabus because 


I was mentally occupied by challenges of the new school 


 My productivity was affected it was so disturbing. 


 


MAD  


(5) I always maintained my principle that I should be punctual. I arrived 


an hour before, the staff were not used to ask permission to leave. 


Teachers were never punctual, so this affected them; they saw me 


running for a class this was to prove that I am not a reject. It showed 


commitment and disciple. I tried to meet submissions of everything 


 


MAT  


(5) There was a big difference from school A to school B. there were less 


than 30 learners in my class (school A) and I was in the foundation phase 


for 10 years. In the new school I was in the senior phase-phased with new 


learning areas I never did in school. My class was now more that 100 


learners. The process was hurting to the temporary teachers in my case I 


had to receive a bonus and my salary was returned for the month I 
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arrived. I took time to adjust thanks that the temporary teacher for she 


had set question papers for learners.  


 


POP  


(5) My teaching remained the same 


It feels good, though at first immediately after volunteering. I was 


stressed by the processes until I received a permanent post during 


matching were I am settled and teaching subjects I was trained for. 


 


RAB 


(6) Not. We only heard that we don’t have posts. The only posts in this 


school are only three posts this came from the principal, he told us where 


they are taking us that where are posts are. 


 


ORT  


(6) No I never received proper training. It was something new, not 


informed about it, even the department never new; they always claimed it 


is from above (authorities in department of education). 


It was a strong monster in imposed in the department of education 


 


MAD  


(6) If at school I wouldn’t miss a class to an extent that I won the respect 


of class. I had this belief that even if was unfairly treated by the 


department. Career was at no fault. I commanded respect and made sure 


learners should do things well. I was a principal at my school. 
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MAT  


(6) No serving the department had no direction at all. There was a 


direction once SADTU came in 


 


POP  


(6) I did my duties as usual. 


 


RAB 


(7) I felt bad and I even thought of leaving the system. I remember 


myself and colleague when one day the principal came in our class, found 


us together and when we looked him we cried. We were afraid of going 


to a new school and working with new teachers in a school you did not 


choose but the department chose for you. 


 


ORT  


(7) Happy I am settled. 


 


MAD  


(7) Yes of course I was in the process of advocacy even though we 


understood its weakness. 


 


MAT  


(7) I was warmly welcome, except that I was thought to be happy when 


the temporary teacher left the system. I spent about 1 and ½ hour with my 


new principal talking and in a happy mood. She was writing exams but 


took time off to come to school just to welcome me. 
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POP  


(7) Never went to training. Only old staff meeting and union meeting 


were the principal and union site stewards explained how they 


understood the process, how the process should unfold. 


RAB 


(8) I skipped periods unable to teach imagining how it 


will be in a new school with new Principal and educators. 


 


ORT  


(8) It did not change much. My concern was uplifting standard of 


education in our province and for sake of poor pupils I did what I could. 


Continue/not  


 


MAD   


(8) I accepted and I was warmly welcomed. I was not stigmatised as a 


reject. My relationship with teachers, learners and office was good to an 


extent that I was in elected in one of the committee of the school. I had to 


be part of delegation to meet the municipality in order to iron issues 


affecting schools in seshego (e.g. Electricity). 


 


MAT  


(8) Since I felt useless, my performance was affected and deeply so. I 


neglected duties. I could even go late to school because the school could 


run normally without me. What was hurting most was that educators who 


were not affected felt they were better educators than us and could 


perform better than us. 
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POP  


(8) Very good. Only that the learners aren’t committed.   


 


 


RAB 


(9) I am betwixt. First it must not for you are expected to travel more 


from your family to a new village/school all together. 


Secondly it must continue, for it at times awakens your capabilities. For 


example my movement from my former school to the next helped me to 


acquire a higher Diploma there due to motivation and support for one 


another in that school. I got motivated and gained new skills in teaching. 


 


ORT  


(9) It must stop it must come to an end because it frustrates teachers, the 


have for less learners enrolment is not teachers fault but department. This 


resulted in families breaking. Many families broke or divorced due to 


redeployment that is families break, due to financial constraint and 


health-hence the performance of duties will be affected. Department 


promised they will get accommodation and it never happened. Even if 


you can travel daily but time you wake up and time, early arrival not 


school you are prove to criminals. Even if you stay in a cottage for 


example you will be attacked during the night. I always asked the 


department if you say I should move to school B and there are no 


teachers there. 
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MAD  


(9) In terms of principle, it is ok, but implementation is difficult because 


in most schools principals are not fair. The Department of education 


doesn’t stick to time frames, hence a redeployee feels rejected. In  


addition principals treats them as rejects hence morale of educators 


became low. According to me redeployment should continue in the sense 


that the performance of a school determines the leaner enrolment All 


involved should act properly. Another reason is because the challenge of 


the government is to pay employees because they are maximally utilised. 


 


MAT  


(9) It may be continued, but there should be proper advocacy by the 


department so that it shouldn’t repeat the same mistakes due to lack of 


proper communication. 


 


POP  


(9) It must continue. I found this school without English teacher, only if it 


can be treated fairly. If teachers aren’t selfish, concentrating on ourselves 


`s interest, then we should allow it to continue. 


 


RAB 


(10) Yes. Because it gives peace of mind incase you were stressed in 


former school. School B‘s environment was different and motivated me. 


 


ORT  


(10) No. I will be ready to dispute it up 
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To national department of education, I will arrange a meeting with the 


MEC for education. I will also arrange with journalist to come and take 


data, so I can expose the shortcomings of redeployment 


 


MAD  


(10) I won’t be happy to be redeployed rather I can volunteer, reasons: 


dislocations from family, Separation with wife and children and 


Financial implications costs will affect you negatively.  


 


MAT  


(10) No because even at this moment I am not clear with the process I 


still don’t understand it. 


 


POP  


(10) Yes, if I can be redeployed to a new and challenging school. I am 


dilapidated where I am because the teachers aren’t interested in the 


school work not motivation. They reject career exhibition and motivation. 
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RESPONSES OF HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS IN SCHOOLS 


 


PHA  


(1) No, it was impossible. I was in preschool as Principal. In 1998 


received circulars informing us that we are going back to schools. We 


were informed that preschools must be owned by communities. The 


circular informed me that I must not be stationed in preschools for ever. I 


must know that I am redeployable. It again informed me that I am part of 


the staff but additional to the staff establishment. I was told to wait for 


the letter to match me to other schools. The circular stressed that if you 


are informed by the employer to relocate from school B and you reject 


the offer, this is equal to resignation. 


 


SEP  


(1) No, I was present in the meeting but I refer took park. It was 


concluded by some numbers of the staff. Another thing was that LIFO as 


one principle in redeployment was not applied. When I was redeployed, 


they did not consider the subject (sepedi literature) which I alone was 


offering best. Since leaving the school, I’ve been teaching grade 12 


learners of my former school on Saturdays and during holidays.  


 


PHA  


(2) Bad, I became stressed beyond measure. I even regretted why I 


applied for principal-ship post in pre schools. It was unfair. To me it was 


better if I was referred back to my former school and resumed work 


there. 
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SEP  


(2) No, firstly I am married and there were other educators who not 


married who could be redeployed. Secondly I am a community member 


of that school. They should have considered my age, marital status and 


this subjects I teach which I teach which I specialized with. 


 


PHA   


(3) Not, my thoughts were occupied all times with the issue of 


redeployment. I was demoralised. 


 


SEP 


(3) I was demoralized. After I had that I was in excess I became 


demoralized, I went for counselling at clinic and medical practitioner in 


order to stabilize the stress, went to clinic and referred to the medical 


practitioner and another person who helped was Madam Ledwaba (my 


colleague) who told me that I have skill that receiving school would 


appreciate. It also affected my finances in the sense that I part with 


R1200, 00for transport only. I also have two kids at tertiary who are 


dependable upon me for their fees. I am also travelling 170 Km to and 


from my place. It also affected my social life that at the age of 51, 


making new friends was not a simple task. Another thing was that I 


moved from small school and going to lead teachers of my same 


experience and having an experience, managing bigger environment in a 


big school that itself gave me stress. 


 


PHA  


(4) Teaching was no longer effective. I was demoralised. 
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SEP  


(4) I never deteriorated. I said to my self that let me move with my result. 


I worked hard to produce the results. I did my best to produce the best. I 


left an empty space and knew that nobody can replace that space. I 


wanted to prove that I was not a place holder at school. That is why the 


following year I was called to help with my skills which they considered 


redundant. It gave me a lot of courage. I even told my grade 11 teachers 


that they will miss hence they should grasp all they can cause next year 


they will miss me. 


 


PHA   


(5) No, I did not understand, because it is the department which advised 


me to apply for a post in the pre-school. It was not my fault to be in pre-


schools. 


 


SEP  


(5) When I arrived, I was given dullest group the ones that did not 


perform up to standard. These people failed grade 10 but were pushed by 


the department of education claiming it was not their fault to fail. I 


couldn’t make it as teacher in their group. I therefore insisted with a 


grade 10 educator that we share the subject. In grade 10, I therefore 


started to enjoy my teaching because I met all learners, representative of 


Science, Commerce and General Stream. They were all fresh from grade 


9. This group of learners preached the gospel that I should teach the 


grade 12 learners because those in grade 12 realized the grade 10 pupils 


are much competent than them in sepedi literature. The grade 12 learners 


of 2005 requested me to share sepedi with their grade 12 teacher and that 
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happened. We produced 100% quality results. Our symbols ranged from 


A to D. 


 


PHA   


(6) I feel ok, I am a teacher and I trained for it. I took teaching as a call 


and I have even forgotten there was a monster called redeployment. 


 


SEP  


(6) No, Only by the union leaders but not by the department of education. 


 


PHA   


(7) As an HOD some thoughts I was going to overtake them. They felt 


unsettled as if I’ll take their post. Some were negative while others were 


positive to me. 


 


SEP  


(7) I am happy, but before I went there, I feared with them but now that I 


was warmly welcome, I feel free and I know that even if I give 


instructions they will be carried. 


 


PHA  


(8) I worked very hard. As a grade r teacher I did my job well that the 


grade 1 teacher was satisfied and happy with. The situation improved 


more so that the pupils that I was teaching were from my pre-school. As 


such I knew how to handle them. 
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SEP  


(8) It never affected me but boosted my performance. I told myself before 


retiring that I should be a star. Because there was this stigma that 


underperforming educators are the ones to be redeployed. Though I had 


administration work as an HOD to perform, I scarified to teach more 


classes. Instead of sitting with grade 11 learners I took initiative to teach 


grade 10 learners as well, so that I should not be bored with teaching. I 


wanted a challenge. This grade 11 underperforming group did not give 


me a challenge. 


 


PHA  


(9) It must be halted because for example, the last teacher at school is 


always threatened thinking if the process resume, I am going to be 


redeployed. It also stringent relationships between Teachers and 


Principals. 


 


SEP  


(9)It must come to a stop. 


 


PHA   


(10) No, I no longer want to experience it again.  


 


SEP  


(10)No, rather I will prefer cross transfer.                  
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RESPONSES OF PRINCIPALS 


 


WAL 


(1) Not formal training just workshops: We were guided by handouts which 


were issued to us by the Circuit Manager and also through consultation with 


colleagues. 


 


MOK 


(1) Yes. The enrolment went down. One day when I went circuit I was told 


teachers exceeds learner’s enrolment. I was told there are two posts at Mahlo 


Primary School and one at Moloko Primary School. On arrival at my school 


I did put the matter on the table so that if there is any volunteer who can go 


there. One teacher volunteered to go to Moloko and the other one went to 


Mahlo Primary school. We found ourselves saved to declare teachers in 


excess. 


During phase 2, teachers were found being more than leaner enrolment. 


Only one had to go to School B in Moletjie if he/she likes. Mrs Tsebe 


volunteered going to School B in Moletjie. This happened and the teacher 


was happy more so that she would be absent form school for longer periods 


because she seemed to lacked money to come to school. 


 


LES 


(1)Yes 


 


WAL 


(2) Yes, educators were more than the required number that the school 


needed. We had three educators which should be redeployed and only three 
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had to remain. We were six in number. Two females and one male 


(Principal) had to remain while three females had to be redeployed. This was 


according to staff establishment of the School. There were many things to 


consider in redeploying them. 


 


MOK 


(2) No, they just gave us the circular to read and told to implement. 


 


LES 


(2)Yes. I was called to a workshop on ELRC Resolution 6 of 1998. It was 


given to us and then explained. We were also given guidelines on how to 


implement the resolution.   


 


WAL 


(3)This included curricular needs of the school. It was an open secret that it 


should be the teacher whose services aren’t essential any more (i.e. whom 


the school can do without). The experience of teachers was also important 


that is LIFO, meaning first in last out. This LIFO meant experience in the 


system not the School. The third option was voluntary redeployment. 


 


MOK 


(3) I didn’t declare teachers in excess because they volunteered so that they 


can be closer to homes. 


 


LES 


(3)Teachers were called to a meeting to explain the training received. The 


guidelines mentioned in 2 containing the weights of the subjects were also 
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explained. Each subject was given a weight as explained in a guideline. We 


assumed that the school had no teachers. We then started allocating the post 


to the principal, in case where the school qualifies for an HOD, post no 6 


was allocated to the HOD. From there, teachers were fitted into the 


remaining posts according to their own specialisation. The subject weights 


tell how many teachers are wanted to teach that subject. In a case where the 


weights of the subject qualifies for one teacher, and subject had previously 


many teachers, that meant others are in excess or additional to the staff 


establishment.  


 


The second scenario is you may find that the teacher may be in excess in one 


but not in another subject. In that case he/she will be safe .But if he/she be in 


excess in both all subjects he/she teaches then he/she will be in 


excess/additional to the staff establishment. Thirdly, if there were three 


teachers in one subject and one must be employed, we are going to look at 


history of employment in the department. The principle of LIFO (i.e. last in 


first out) will be applied. But if for example, the teachers were employed on 


the same day then Voluntary redeployment comes into picture. In that case 


another teacher may volunteer to leave.     


 


WAL 


(4) There was no impact in the beginning, immediately after being declared 


in excess. The problem came when they received letters to report to other 


school. They started panicking and even questioned how they were 


redeployed, questions which should have been asked in the beginning. I 


remember one teacher who was redeployed to a white school, started to 


report at circuit in order to protest the relocation to a new school (i. e. White 
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School) so as to persuade the circuit to change the school and be redeployed 


somewhere. She came back to school after a week and seemed to be fine as 


if she got her answers to her burning issue (i.e. working in white School). 


This teacher neglected her duties for the whole week.  


 


MOK 


(4) Never had a teacher in excess 


 


LES 


(4) Negative, because it affects children, the staff the smooth running of the 


school.  


 


WAL 


(5) Generally, the overall performance of the school wasn’t affected. They 


only panicked a week after receiving letters to move to new schools and 


things came back to normality. 


 


MOK 


(5) Impacted on performance because we had to relocate duties to educators. 


Worse than that we lost grade 1 educator who had all skills/qualifications for 


OBE which had just started, hence a new teacher will have it tough to 


educate learners. She had to move from one school to another seeking for 


knowledge on how to prepare for these learners. 
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LES 


 


(5) If one teacher leaves, there is going to be a temporary vacuum while 


teachers reorganise and adjust to the teaching of the subjects left by the 


teacher in excess.  


 


WAL 


(6) They continued as normal. Nothing changed, I don’t remember being 


defied. 


 


MOK 


(6) Nothing to tell because they volunteered 


 


LES 


(6) If the process was fair and teachers participated in all processes, the 


relationship will remain cordial. I personally didn’t experience problems in 


my school.  


 


WAL 


(7) My personal view is that it should not be continued, and that if it 


continues the department should seek other ways of doing it. I mean we as 


principals should not be in the forefront but the department itself. 


 


MOK 


(7) No, it destroys teaching, because learners will not be effectively attended 


to. I was subject to this kind of situation while at Primary School where one 


teacher would teach two classes in a school which left learners not 
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effectively attended to. The model used isn’t fair because the ratio is on 


teachers per leaner enrolment instead of on teachers per class because in 


primary we use class teaching. 


 


LES  


(7) I will be happy for it to continue. It makes teachers to be well distributed 


 


WAL 


(8) No, as colleagues we became friends, related well, shared skills and it 


therefore becomes difficult to lose one. For examples in our school we work 


as a team and you are like a family hence loosing one teacher impacts on the 


progress of the school. Enough is enough, this process divides teachers.  


 


Those in excess formed a united front against those who were remaining and 


I used to come against rumours that the Principal is expelling teacher so and 


so. So I am fed up with redeployment, if it comes, the department should 


handle it, not me as a Principal. In the process of our teachers being in 


excess, one happened to have unrevealing of tombstones ceremony, this 


teacher when asked why you didn’t invite the principal, said I can’t invite 


somebody who is expelling me from my job.    


   


MOK 


(8) No, this process inconveniences teachers. Some stay within the 


community hence moving them to far schools as it happened with many is 


really inconveniencing. 
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LES 


 


(8) As long as learner enrolment keeps on diminishing, teachers must be 


redeployed. 
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